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Arbuckle Brothers (firm), New York. ARBUCKLE'S ARIOSA COFFEE Costs
More and is Worth More than Other Brands of Coffee. . . . [at head: "Nº 86"].
New York: Arbuckle Bros. Coffee Company; Lith. by Donaldson Brothers, N.Y.,
Copyright 1889.
Advertising card, 3 X 5 inches. Map &
illustrations in colors; verso printed in
blue. A nice copy of the front. On the
printed verso are old mounting stains
of medium darkness, and a light but
large penciled word (none of this
affecting the text of the verso much,
fortunately). Obtained in 1991.
$45
Scarce and attractive, printed in pleasing pastel colors. The left half of the card is
a map of Utah Territory. The right half is divided into two illustrations from
somewhat idealized paintings. One is a rather idyllic portrayal of the Great Salt
Lake and mountains; the other shows the Tabernacle and an impressive but
uncompleted Temple, lacking only the six spires.
The text on the verso advertises Arbuckle's coffee, and urges customers to collect
all fifty cards in this series, ". . . each one of which shows a correct map (properly
bounded) of one State, or Territory. The pictures illustrating the peculiar
industries and scenery of the States and Territories are entirely new, and by the
very best American artists." Be the first on your block to get the Ariosa Coffee
card of Utah!
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BROCKET, L. P. Our Western Empire: or the New West Beyond the Mississippi . . .
With Numerous Illustrations and Maps . . . Philadelphia and elsewhere: Bradley,
Garretson & Co., etc., 1882.
postpaid, book-rate: $85
24 cm. 1312 pages + plates; numerous double-page (hand-?) colored maps
tipped in (Utah and Colorado between pp. 622-23 with tear in upper margin).
Sorry, but at this price, I have only collated the Utah chapter, and it is clean and
complete. Original dark brown sheep with elaborately deep embossed panels
heavily gilt-decorated everywhere; all edges gilt. Scuffed and skinning, spine
faded and wearing, though upper spine cap is very good, and lower spine cap
has only medium damage. Title page darkening and starting to separate at the
top. Very old penciled ownership inscription of "James McGinn, 1802 Ellis St.,
S[an]. F[ranciso]." (see warning further below). Someone has penciled in a price
of $[1,]795.00 which I would thoroughly enjoy receiving, but see my price above.
A thick old potboiler of a tome. Flake 874, featuring the first, 1881 edition and
mentioning the one offered here as "another edition." Chapter 19 treats the
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development of UTAH TERRITORY, pp. 1154-88 (no illustrations). Heavy emphasis
on topographical and economic subjects, reserving the denigration of Mormons
to the latter portion of the discussion.
CAUTION: Read this lengthy book only in short, manageable portions.
According to one account (The Pacific Reporter, Vol. 33 available on Google
Books), Mr. MCGINN, the former owner of this copy (a San Francisco undertaker)
- died crazy in 1888, and his will was contested.
______________________________

_______

ARTEMUS WARD COLLECTION
ASSEMBLED IN 2009, RESEARCHED AT LAST, NOW FIRST OFFERED HERE
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BROWNE, CHARLES FARRAR. "ARTEMUS WARD" (April 26, 1834 – March 6, 1867)
was one of America's greatest humorists of the nineteenth century. He was
patronized eagerly from coast to coast in his writings and stand-up comedy
"lecture" performances. During a tour of the West in 1863-64, he befriended the
somewhat younger Samuel Clemens (as yet a relative unknown), and then nearly
died of a fever in Salt Lake City where admiring residents nursed him back to
health. Brigham Young sent wine from his own cellar, and Porter Rockwell came
to sit by Artemus' bedside, conversing pleasantly for half an hour.
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Thenceforth, Ward's principal topics and entertainments centered around his
experience among the Mormons whom he caricatured fondly to full houses and
in large publication runs of his various books.
Ward was enjoyed by Abraham Lincoln and applauded in crowded halls across
the nation. He was ultimately praised and courted by sophisticated readers and
audiences in London, where he gave his final Mormon performance on January
23, 1867, dying soon afterward at Southampton before reaching his thirty-third
birthday.
The following is a highly abbreviated description. For the full text of this entry
with detective work on the interesting individual items, more illustrations and
bibliography (.pdf document of 38 pp., 7 MB), please CLICK HERE.
THE COLLECTION now assembled here includes:
– Five autograph LETTERS
signed by Ward, with good
humor. Items 1-5.
–
Three
contemporary
albumen PHOTOGRAPHS of
Ward, clearly showing his
physical decline after his
sickness in Salt Lake City
(and curled hair, referenced
in his subsequent lectures and
in the London manuscript
below). Items 6-8.
– A fine letter from Salt Lake
City when Ward narrowly
escaped death, written by
Edward P. HINGSTON, Ward's
friend and famous agent
(whom Mark Twain sought
unsuccessfully as an agent to
promote his own career).
Item 9.
– A very rare comical printed lecture PROGRAM on the Mormons, from the period
of Ward's tours in the Northeast following his return from the West. Item 10.
– Important eight-page MANUSCRIPT in HINGSTON's hand summarizing Ward's
lecture on the Mormons at the Egyptian Hall, London; clearly predating the
published versions. Item 11.
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– A lengthy bound volume of PUNCH (comical London periodical, in very good
condition) covering the entire period while Ward was in London, with
substantial Ward contributions, plus a laudatory review of Ward's lectures there
on the Mormons. Item 13.
– Artemus Ward's Panorama (London: J. C. Hotten, 1869), the first edition of the
London lecture on the Mormons, with Hingston's extensive introductory
background and notes. Item 14.
– A superb autograph LETTER signed by noted American humorist JOSH BILLINGS,
discussing Ward's London tour, written after Ward's death. Item 12.
– Mark Twain's affectionate reminiscences about Ward's surprising effect upon
the London crowd, in an 1880 California newspaper. Item 15.

THE COLLECTION: $15,000
A note in passing. Material of the sort found here comes to the antiquarian seller
essentially untamed, yet at high price. Most of the items in the presently-assembled
collection, for example, set for decades in prestigious personal collections, almost
completely unidentified and without analysis by their wealthy owners. To discover
what a single piece like the (now identified) Hingston manuscript might be –who wrote
it, and when, and why, was the specialized work of several days (necessarily spread
over weeks) with an added investment of hundreds of dollars for necessary collateral
material. The background of the various Ward letters, below, required considerable
detective work. And to declare, with authority, the specific rarity of the printed lecture
program (item 10) requires not only years of experience, but very expensive access to the
full OCLC record which is not available to the general public . . . followed by lengthy
and hair-pulling comparison, print-outs, and cross-referencing. All part of the job, but
please read THE FULL 38-PAGE ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTION carefully, if you have time!
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CROCHERON, Augusta Joyce. WILD FLOWERS OF DESERET. A Collection of
Efforts in Verse. . . . Salt Lake City, Utah: Printed at the Juvenile Instructor Office,
1881.
$175
18 cm. viii, 240 pp., collated COMPLETE. Orig. blue-green cloth gilt-decorated on
front board. Bright yellow clay-based endpapers. The text, uniformly tanning, is
clean and unmarked (moderate wear to title). The binding is worn at some
extremities, especially spine caps, and it has been heavily spotted from
dampness. It is redeemed, however, by an inscription from the famous dedicatee
to a young girl . . .
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Miss Dora Wheeler
From one who loves all her sex and especially children
August 27, 1886
Salt Lake City, Utah
( Emmeline B. Wells )

I find nothing on this child, but we have all heard of . . .
. . . EMMELINE B. WELLS,
Editor of Woman's Exponent,
But for whose untiring encouragement and
friendship my efforts would have remained in the obscurity
of my desk, this volume is dedicated, wishing it were a more
worthy tribute, and that it may prove and acceptable
surprise.
With sincere gratitude and love,
AUGUSTA JOYCE CROCHERON.
[printed dedication, page (v)]
"Emmeline Blanche Woodward Harris Whitney WELLS (February 29, 1828 – April 25,
1921) was an American journalist, editor, poet, women's rights advocate and diarist. She
served as the fifth general president of the Relief Society of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (LDS Church) from 1910 until her death. . . .
"Wells was active in the national women's suffrage movement, where she served as
liaison between Mormon and non-Mormon women and fielded hostile criticism
associated with the practice of polygamy. On the national level, she was closely
associated with both Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. For nearly thirty
years she represented Utah women in the National Woman's Suffrage Association and
the National and International Councils of Women. Beginning in 1879, with her
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attendance at a suffrage convention in Washington, D.C., Wells acted as a lobbyist for
Utah interests. She met congressmen and presidents and addressed the issues of
polygamy and women's suffrage from the Utah woman's point of view. Wells was also
involved in the ultimately successful effort to restore suffrage to Utah women in the
1896 Utah state constitution. In 1899, Wells was invited by the International Council of
Women to speak in London as a representative of the United States."
–Wikipedia, accessed February 15, 2011.

S

CROCHERON'S METER is awkward, and the schemes somewhat forced,
yet there is more depth here than some might credit. What, for example, is
the slightly sing-song poem, "The Grain Queens of Zion" about? It references a
specific call (United Order?) and makes up, in ardor, what it does not quite
achieve in rhythm or rhyme . . .
ISTER

Then, loyal daughters, who obeyed
A noble leader's word,
Ye shall come forth, in power arrayed,
Named, with the earth's accord,
With blessings, from the lips of those
Saved by thy deeds of worth,
And reverence from thy fallen foes—
The grain queens of the earth. [p. 50]

Or try this scene of miners returning home from their night shift before dawn,
encountering beggars hoping for left-over scraps from the miners' mess kits, in
"An Incident in Wales, 1880" . . .
Like some troops of spirits dark,
Through the chilling morn they came,
Gloomy, silent, in the bonds
Of a life through years the same.
Then, before their path, uprose
Through the thick veil of the gloom,
Like a vision, figures strange,
As though risen from the tomb.
Yet no fear thrilled through the hearts
Of these blackened, hopeless men,
As they paused a moment only,
And moved slowly on again.
'Twas the famished! young and aged,
Who, from sleepless beds had come
To await, from these poor miners,
The night luncheon's crust and crumb.
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Worse, by far, than phantom steps,
That through ruined halls may glide,
These despairing, living creatures
That stood by the highway side! [pp. 212-13]

No, not great, and barely "good." Yet give her one more chance, with humor
(more adapted to her love of awkward structure)! The two passages below come
from Crocheron's lengthy poem, "TROPHIES TAKEN IN LOVE'S WARFARE" . . .
Within this perfumed satchel's fold,
Serenely lie some dainty letters;
Such pearly paper, golden edged,
Many a time I've read their betters.
And yet with them I would not part;
The reason why I most enjoy them:
The unrequited asked me once,
To please return or else destroy them. [p. 67]
I fain would give a parting thrust
At these retreating, gallant foemen;
Ah, well! I took some banners, and
That ought to satisfy a woman.
Such wounds as I may have received,
Were not beyond the power of healing,
And might have been forgotten, but
For these, the past to me revealing. [p. 70]
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HAMILTON, Milton W. THE COUNTRY PRINTER, New York State, 1785-1830.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1936.
$20
23 cm. xiii, 360 pp. (Appendices, pp. [251]-316; Bibliography, [317]-338; Index,
[339]-360). Frontispiece LACKING , supplied here in simple facsimile. Orig. blue
cloth with unobtrusive damp-swelling along bottom of front board. Bookplate of
Jacob L. Chernofsky, longtime publisher of the Antiquarian Bookman weekly
magazine.
First edition. A wonderful reference source for serious students of New York
State and early Mormon origins, with some Mormon content (see for example,
the selection quoted at the end of entry 17 in this catalog). It is worth the price
for the first appendix, alone: "Printers, Editors, and Publishers of Country
Newspapers, New York, 1785-1830." (pp. [253]-309). Would you like to know
what years Egbert Grandin published the Wayne Sentinel? You will find them
under his name on page 275. Where was W. W. Phelps publishing in 1827? See
Phelps' paragraph of statistics, page 290. Who sued Grandin in 1829, and what
was the verdict? See Appendix III, "Libel Suits vs. Country Printers, 1798-1830."
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I use my copy of this book often, and keep it right behind my desk. The copy
offered here was Jake Chernofsky's - a name remembered fondly by all
booksellers who once jumped for their weekly copy of his A.B. Bookman's
magazine to find any sleepers before the next dealer (a friend of mine found a
first-edition D&C there for a song, many years ago). I can imagine Jake pulling
the frontispiece portrait of Canandaigua printer James D. Bemis out of this copy
to use for some article, then forgetting to paste it back in - hence my humble but
presentable facsimile now inserted here.
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HOPKINS, Livingston. A COMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. By
Livingston Hopkins. Copiously Illustrated by the Author from Sketches Taken at a Safe
Distance. New York: American Book Exchange. Tribune Building., 1880.
17 cm. [1 (title)]f.; [7]-223 pp. Numerous full-page illustrations throughout,
included in the pagination, from line-drawings, silhouettes, etc. Orig. rustcolored decorated cloth, quite worn. Occasional small stains in the text, not
affecting the Mormon portion. On the front flyleaf is a carefully-written
(juvenile?) ownership inscription in pencil of one Terrence Parker in western
New York State, October 1880.
$25
Flake 4088a, locating a number of copies, but only one in Utah (at BYU). Flake
gives the collation as "2 p[reliminary]. l[eaves]., 223 pp. However, OCLC shows
an earlier edition published in New York by G. W. Carleton, 1876, of 223 pp.
(locating 17 copies, but none in Utah), and two publishers of an 1880 edition (the
one offered here, and one by Cassell Pub. Co.), calling for two preliminary
leaves, and then pp. [7]-223. My copy may therefore lack a half-title or a
frontispiece, although it shows no evidence of ever having one.
"MORMONISM," pp. 196-98, with one full-page comic illustration showing
"Mr. and Mrs. Brigham Young": a birds-eye view looking straight down upon
one top hat labeled "B.Y[.]" and eighteen skirts with bonnets (appendages and
one upward-gazing female face also visible).
Mr. Young makes a specialty of matrimony, and has taken strict precautions to
guard against widowhood, as will be seen by reference to our illustration . . .
Brigham makes it a point of etiquette to marry every unmarried lady to whom
he happens to be introduced, and his life is a perennial honeymoon. To the
merely Gentile man, whose matrimonial experience has been conducted on
monogamic principles, the hardihood of Mr. Young is simply appalling.
[pp. 196, 198]
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[HUNTER, Howard W. (1907-95. Apostle, 1959– ; President of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 1994-95)]. ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS. Versailles,
France, 1968.
Three original contemporary photographic prints of slightly different sizes (each
roughly 3½ X 5 inches). In very good condition. Old handwritten identifications
in ink on versos not showing through or causing any indentations.
$350
I was there. Elder Hunter spoke at our
mission conference in Versailles in April
1968, and I somehow ended up with
these high quality prints taken (according
to notes in another hand) by "Frère
LeMaire." My own young handwriting
was clearly better than my knowledge of
General Authorities ("President Harold B.
Lee W. Hunter, of the council of the
Twelve" - but you get the idea).
Put these with your rare autograph of
President Hunter, and you will really
have something! The IMAGE AT LEFT (13½
X 8½ cm., approx. 5½ X 3½ inches) is
about the best picture I have seen of this
man, unless you count sleek images when
he was in a dance band as a kid in my
home town (Dad remembered him
performing there). It surpasses anything
I have found on the Internet, including an official Church biographical .pdf
brochure with many images. The next picture shows Hunter and wife sitting on
the stand at the Versailles chapel on that occasion, beside Pres. and Sister
Anderson (the latter killed tragically in an automobile accident during their
presidency there) along with the mission translator, Sister LeBon (who looks
awfully young to me now, but seemed fairly mature when I was twenty). The
final picture (not including Hunter) is taken from the back of the splendid little
chapel, and shows an apparent choir of Elders singing a number in front of the
stand.
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Interdenominational Council of Women for Christian and Patriotic Service.
An Appeal from Utah to the Patriotic Women of Our Country [caption title].
[New York: The Interdenominational Council of Women for Christian and Patriotic Service, n.d. (but ca. 1901).
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16.7 X 9 cm. One sheet folded to form [4] pp. Printed on sized, cream-colored
paper. In fine condition.
$125
NOT IN FLAKE, which shows nine other productions by this organization (see
Flake 4258-65, locating only one copy of seven of these, and only two of them
held by any Utah library).
Scarce. OCLC shows two versions, one with title, "Social Service: An Appeal
from Utah to the Patriotic Women of Our Country," located in a single copy at
Yale Univ. Library, which dates it as "1890s," but which otherwise seems to fit the
description of the example now here at hand. The other version located by
OCLC occurs in two different cataloging records (one example located at
Columbia University, and two examples at the Wisconsin Historical Society),
matching the present copy in title and description, but dated by those catalogers
variously as 1900 or 1901. No other editions or copies located by OCLC.
Dating comes from two points which I can identify: 1) The most recent event
mentioned in the text is "the Uintah Stake Conference in August, 1900," where
"Apostle Cowley" stated that any persons who disbelieved polygamy, were
afraid to advocate its principles, or "sought to hide behind the government restriction on the Manifesto . . . were not Latter Day Saints." (pp. [3-4]).
2) This organization seeks "assistance in securing an action by the 57th Congress
submitting to the Legislatures of the several States the proposed Constitutional
amendment against polygamous cohabitation and its kindred offenses;" p. [4].
The Fifty-Seventh Congress sat March 4, 1901 – March 3, 1903.
THIS PAMPHLET describes nearly unbridled practice and advocacy of polygamy
continuing in Utah ten years after the Manifesto, citing rather shocking
statements by leading Church authorities - together with modest hand-slap fines
for those convicted of cohabitation. Susa Young Gates is quoted as stating "in an
address before a Y. L. M. I. Associational Conference in Mammoth last year:
'Girls, do not forget polygamy; you cannot practice it now, but keep it alive in
your hearts, and remember there are four girls to every boy in Utah.' (Census
shows only a very small excess in number.)" [p. (2)].
The language is refined throughout, but very strong. Signed in type at the end
by "Mrs. L. M. GILLILAN, Pres. Missionary Union, Salt Lake City," and by five
others.
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Journal of Discourses, vol. 1 (only). JOURNAL OF DISCOURSES, BY BRIGHAM
YOUNG, President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter=day Saints, his Two
Counsellors, the Twelve Apostles, and Others. Reported by G. D. Watt, and Humbly
Dedicated to the Latter-day Saints in all the World. Vol. I. Liverpool: Published by F.
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D. and S. W. Richards, 15, Wilton Street; London: Latter-Day Saints' Book Depôt,
35, Jewin Street, City, 1854.
21 cm.
[viii], 376 pp.
Collated COMPLETE.
Moderate to medium browning throughout. Title
stained, and occasional moderate stains scattered
here and there; pp. 307-10 quite stained in a
vertical strip from a liquid (Postum, no doubt)
dripped there long ago.
A somewhat light
dampstain at the top of the early text pages
becomes pronounced toward the end of the
volume until downright unsightly on the final
leaves.
REBOUND (twentieth century) in attractive threequarter black calf over blue faux-marbled boards.
An original flyleaf is still present at both front and
back. Outside of those are mostly new endleaves,
except for the front paste-down which has been
preserved, bearing an ownership inscription in old purple pencil, "Samuel
Russell, May 3, 1899." Someone else has added in plain pencil, "Doctor Russell,
M, A, P, H, D," (sic).
$250
Flake 4504. Pub. in 26 vols. , through May 17, 1886. Only Volume One is present
and offered here, but of course it contains some famous material, including
Brigham Young's shocking Adam-God sermon of April 9, 1852 . . .
Now hear it, O inhabitants of the earth, Jew and Gentile, Saint and sinner! When
our father Adam came into the garden of Eden, he came into it with a celestial
body, and brought Eve, one of his wives, with him. He helped to make and
organize this world. He is MICHAEL, the Archangel, the ANCIENT OF DAYS ! about
whom holy men have written and spoken—HE is our FATHER and our GOD, and
the only God with whom WE have to do. Every man upon the earth, professing
Christians or non-professing, must hear it, and will know it sooner or later. They
came here, organized the raw material, and arranged in their order the herbs of
the field, the trees, the apple, the peach, the plum, the pear, and every other fruit
that is desirable and good for man; the seed was brought from another sphere,
and planted in this earth. The thistle, and thorn, the brier, and the obnoxious
weed did not appear until after the earth was cursed. When Adam and Eve had
eaten of the forbidden fruit, their bodies became mortal from its effects, and
therefore their offspring were mortal. When the Virgin Mary conceived the child
Jesus, the Father had begotten him in his own likeness. He was not begotten by
the Holy Ghost. And who is the Father? He is the first of the human family; and
when he took a tabernacle, it was begotten by his Father in heaven, after the same
manner as the tabernacles of Cain, Abel, and the rest of the sons and daughters
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of Adam and Eve; from the fruits of the earth, the first earthly tabernacles were
originated by the Father, . . . [p. 50]

And on progress vs. retrogression:
If a man could ever arrive at . . . the point at which he could increase no more,
and advance no further, we should naturally say he commenced to decrease . . .
until all he knew is lost in the chaos of forgetfulness. . . .
. . . there is no such thing as principle, power, wisdom, knowledge, life, position,
or anything that can be imagined, that remains stationary—they must increase or
decrease. [Discourse by Brigham Young in the old Tabernacle, Salt Lake City,
July 10, 1853, p. 350]

And Prof. Pratt, propounding animism:
. . . the earth itself, as a living being, was immortal and eternal in its nature.
"What! is the earth alive too?" If it were not, how could the words of our text be
fulfilled, where it speaks of the earth's dying? How can that die that has no life?
[A General Funeral Sermon of All Saints and Sinners; Also, of the Heavens and
the Earth. Delivered by Elder Orson Pratt, . . . July 25, 1852, p. 281]
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KELLY, Charles, and Hoffman BIRNEY. Holy Murder; The Story of Porter
Rockwell. NY: Minton, Balch & Co., [1934]. Internally very good and clean except
for an inked price on the front free endpaper. Brown cloth QUITE WORN,
particularly at head of spine. No dust jacket.
::

TOGETHER WITH

::

Holy Murder . . . another copy, in red cloth. Internally very good but endpapers
wearing and the binding in poor condition with the spine panel swinging like a
door. The sewing itself is strong but the back board is nearly detached. No dust
jacket. For your entertainment, I will leave the old prices which I found marked
in ink by other booksellers in these volumes. The brown copy was priced at $75,
and the red one (oops! "$55500 Rare 1st"). Don't bother to mention where you
bought these, although they are COMPLETE. I have counted all 313 pages and
twelve glossy plates in each volume, and found nothing marked up or torn
away.
the two complete copies in very worn bindings, postpaid: $110
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enlarge screen viewing size to see greater detail
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The Kirtland Safety Society Bank (Kirtland, Ohio). Original BANKNOTE (fivedollar bill) signed "J Smith Jr" and "S Rigdon." Accomplished in manuscript and
issued on February 10, 1837.
7½ X 17½ cm. (just under 3 X 6 7/8 inches). Issued to O P [Good?] and endorsed
by J M [Carme?]. Manuscript serial number 705.
$2,750
I am informed by a careful collector of old currency that this note would grade
technically as "Very Fine." (In antiquarian paper terms, I would describe it as
uniformly toned, but very good to nearly fine.) There are no tears, or repaired
tears. A small "pinhole" occurs directly on the descender line of the t in the
Smith signature, mid-way down, thus somewhat below the crossing of the t.
Three of the extreme-corner tips have been unfolded neatly, and remain strong.
There are three old horizontal folds, none of which feels weak. The original is no
more yellow than in the image, and probably less yellow, rather more of a tan
hue (and more consistent in tone), when viewed in daylight.
Bearing the apparent signature of "Sidney Rigdon" on the President line, and the
evident secretarial signature for "J[oseph] Smith Jr[.]" as Cashier. As with most
Kirtland banknotes, I do NOT represent this signature as being an actual
autograph of Joseph Smith.
PROVENANCE: For half a century, this banknote was preserved with the papers of
Jacob Myers Sr., early Ohio convert who built the Mormon mills at Hawn's Mill,
and who later carried the bodies of massacred men and boys from his son-inlaw's blacksmith shop to his son's well. However, this item was NOT part of Jacob
Myers' original papers. It was acquired by Dwight Wesley Garber, an Ohio
historian distantly related to Myers, who had previously acquired the Myers
14

papers in 1949. According to a small accompanying note in Mr. Garber's hand,
this note was "Purchased of R. Max Gard 2 July 1960 [price code, SEKG, written
twice]." This makes sense, since Mr. Garber eventually wrote a self-published,
illustrated work entitled Wildcat Banks on the Mohican Frontier (N.p.: Garber, 1975;
71 pp.). Garber's combined interest in Ohio banking history and Ohio Mormons
would have made the purchase of a Kirtland banknote at that time quite
understandable. R. Max GARD was described in 1963 as "proprietor of the Sandy
- Beaver Antique Shop, 5 miles west of Lisbon [Columbiana County, east central
Ohio]. He has an interesting display of early Americana for the sightseer and
collector." (Truth Magazine 7 [March 1963], 11). (The extensive papers of "Father
Myers" - as he was known to Joseph Smith and other leading Saints - are now
preserved at the Marriott Library, University of Utah, and I have his Book of
Mormon.)

T

ORNATELY-ENGRAVED PLATES for these banknotes were brought from
Philadelphia by Oliver Cowdery, who arrived back in Kirtland on January 1,
1837. Unfortunately, Orson Hyde showed up the same day from the Ohio state
capitol with news that a charter could not be secured. The "Kirtland Safety
Society Bank" with its pretty new money was thus illegal. The name was quickly
changed to the "Kirtland Safety Society Anti-Banking Company." Joseph Smith
would be the treasurer, and Sidney Rigdon, secretary. In order to make the bills
legal, they would stamp the extra words, "Anti-" and "ing Co." around the word
"Bank" in the engraved name of the institution. This did not last long, however,
and is not the case with the bill offered here. As explained by Alvin Rust,
HE

Only a few of the $1, $2, and $3 Bank notes were hand-stamped Anti-Banking
Co. . . . Perhaps it took too much time to hand stamp the words Anti- and ing Co.
on the original Bank notes, so the practice was discontinued. . . . The Bank notes
from $5 through $100 were never hand stamped Anti-Banking Co. [Rust, p. 2]

Sidney RIGDON (1793-1876) was First Counselor to Joseph Smith from 1833 until
Smith's death. He was also one of the most influential figures in the development of early Mormonism. In terms of doctrine, priesthood organization, the
Word of Wisdom, Missouri persecutions, and so many other factors, Rigdon's
importance to the new faith can hardly be exaggerated. By the time he signed
this piece of paper, he had long-since replaced Oliver Cowdery as the second
most powerful individual in the Church (in practical terms).
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR. Volumes 9-10 in one
physical volume. Liverpool: Edited and Published by Orson Spencer, 1847;
Edited and Published by Orson Pratt, 1848.
21 cm. Each volume [2 (title, index)] ff; 380 pp. Collated COMPLETE. Bound
together in three-quarter black sheep (scraped, bumped, etc.) over very scuffed
marbled boards; original gilt-lettered maroon leather label on spine. The
binding case is completely detached from the text block (but present, in one
strong piece),and worn, particularly at head of spine with some damage to the
extreme top inside area of the latter portion of the text's margin, near the spine.
Bearing the original ownership name stamped by the binder at the base of the
spine, "J. Frestone."
the two volumes bound in one; condition noted: $685
The sewing of the text block is strong. Stain to title page of Volume 9, and a few
more pages with foxing or some staining, but much of the text quite clean. There
is no loss of any text, nor did I spot any underlining. Not a pretty girl, but I can
attest to her virtue.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.
Edited and Published by Orson Pratt, 1849.

Volume 11.

Liverpool:

21 cm. [2 (title, index)] ff; 380 pp. Collated COMPLETE. Contemporary threequarter dark green roan leather over badly-scuffed boards with lower forecorners bumped, etc. Some blind decoration to the spine, with its original
maroon gilt-leather label only partially readable. The spine only needs a little
color to look fairly decent again (spine caps in very good condition) but this is
not a front-parlor piece, and the text is rather more soiled or stained & wearing
than in the two-volume group described in the previous entry.
Title and certain other pages with stains or edge wear & darkening. Scattered
moderate staining and wear. I would not represent this as any admirable copy,
but it is complete. One lower blank corner (to pages 187-88) has been torn away.
Miraculously, however (this being a religious book), the tear stops at the very
edge of the outermost bottom corner letter on both sides, thus causing no textual
loss.
the periodical + tracts: $350
** BOUND IN ** following the periodical are the following TRACTS:
ORSON PRATT:
Divine Authority, 16 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part I., 8 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part II., 8 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part III., 8 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part IV., 16 pp.
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Remarkable Visions, 16 pp. (page 12 giving Manchester as the place of Church
organization in 1830)
New Jerusalem, 24 pp.
[The six Pratt pamphlets, Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon, 96 pp., are NOT
PRESENT HERE]

Reply to a Pamphlet Printed at Glasgow . . . , 16 pp.
Absurdities of Immaterialism . . . , 32 pp.
[The remaining pamphlets by Pratt and others normally found in the Series of
Pamphlets, are NOT PRESENT HERE]
J. H. FLANIGAN. Mormonism Triumphant! Truth Vindicated, Lies Refuted, the Devil
Mad, and Priestcraft in Danger!!! . . . Being a Reply to Palmer's Internal Evidence
Against the Book of Mormon . . . Liverpool: R. James, 1849 (Flake 3374; this copy
has the footnote at the bottom of page 13).
The Pratt pamphlets are generally very good - better than the Millennial Star
pages in this physical volume. The Flanigan pamphlet is stained and more worn
than the others, and the final leaf (pp. 31-32) is detached, and very worn and torn,
though with only the slightest textual loss if any.
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MCCONKIE, Bruce R. MORMON DOCTRINE, By Bruce R. McConkie of the First
Council of the Seventy, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, Inc., 1958. [Printed by Deseret News Press].
First edition, first printing. Green cloth. No dust jacket. Considerable scuffing,
particularly to spine and back board with areas of color loss, etc. Shaken but
holding. Ink ownership inscription to inside of front cover; remnants of paper
label at bottom of front free endpaper. Collated COMPLETE (every blessed one of
the 776 pages). Text very good and quite clean except for fairly unobtrusive
inked markings on pp. 575, 592 and 720.
the two editions, condition noted: $200
Marked $550 by a previous bookseller, for some reason. On pages 476-77, a
former owner has made very light pencil marks to the entry "Negroes," with a
star beside the statement that "The negroes are not equal with other races where
the receipt of certain spiritual blessings are concerned, . . . ," p. 477. My favorite
McConkie-ism, however, appears on page 548: "Psychiatry. See CHURCH OF THE
DEVIL, PHYSICIANS. . . ."
::

TOGETHER WITH

::

Mormon Doctrine, second edition, 1966 but 21st printing 1976. Black gilt-lettered
leather-textured buckram cloth. Very good; no dust jacket.
17
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[MAP - Illinois and Missouri, 1835]
& Co., Sc.

ILLINOIS & MISSOURI . . . G.W. Boynton

Engraved map, a hand-colored plate [taken from T(homas).
G(amaliel). BRADFORD, A Comprehensive Atlas, Geographical,
Historical & Commercial . . . Boston: A. D. Ticknor; New York:
Wiley & Long, 1835].
Map measures approx. 25½ X 20 cm. + generous blank margins
(a bit over 32 X 26 cm. in all, a little under 12¾ X 10½ inches).
Faint engraved plate number "49" below the printed border.
Verso blank. Medium toning and some spotting, but an
attractive enough example compared to much more foxed
copies I have seen online. If this were matted in dark red,
maroon, brown or green, it would contrast nicely as a pleasing
period piece.
$200
Already slightly out of date when
printed, this just-before-the-Mormons
rendition shows Jackson County (Missouri), but no Independence. Indeed, the
only town in adjacent Clay County,
which runs north all the way to Missouri
Territory (later, Iowa), is Liberty. In
Illinois, we see Hancock County, but its
only town is Ft. Edward (by this time
actually Warsaw).
The borders of the states and counties are
gently hand-colored in red, yellow and
green, with a wash border of yellow all
around. Ft. Dearborn is marked separately from Chicago (directly south
across the river); to the south of Missouri
is "Arkansaw Territory"; the only designated feature in future Iowa is the
"R[ivière]. des Moines" across the Mississippi and over to the west from future
Commerce (which is not marked), later Nauvoo.
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[MAP - Utah, 1870] B[ernard]. A[rnold]. M[artin]. FROISETH. MAP OF THE
TERRITORY OF UTAH. . . . Compiled From Latest U.S. Surveys. . . . Entered
according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870 by B. A. M. Froiseth . . . Am. PhotoLithographic Co. N.Y. (Osborne's Process.) . . . Correct[,] Brigham Young. New York:
American Photo-Lithographic Company, 1870.
[on front folding cover:
"Published by Skandinavisk Post, N. Y."]
38 X 31½ cm. (engraved area) within simple
double-line border, plus margins; 42 X 35 cm.
in all (= 16½ X 13¾ inches). Single folded
sheet, including two smaller maps: "GREAT
SALT LAKE VALLEY" and "PLAT of SALT
LAKE CITY UTAH." All are hand-colored. A
small vignette bust-length portrait of Brigham
Young is followed by a facsimile of his note
and signature, "Correct[,] Brigham Young."
A very nice, clean and crisp copy despite
moderate outer-side browning and a small
separation just starting at one fold corner, etc.
Certainly better than most such maps one
encounters.
$750
The map folds into its original dark blue
blind-decorated, heavily gilt-lettered cloth
folder. In fine condition. A discrete inside gutter repair with unobtrusive
archival tape can probably be reversed.
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Graff 1449; Wheat 1213, characterizing Froiseth as "Utah's first indigenous
cartographer of stature . . . Mr. Froiseth made the first map of the territory of
Utah and later the first map of Utah as a state . . ."
In reference to the map offered here, Wheat states: "The first independent
production by Froiseth is a modest affair, in no way suggesting the brilliance of
his later maps." While there is no denying that this a much less sophisticated
production than one normally finds clothed in such a cover, it is a Utah original,
and surely about as nice a copy as one might hope to find!
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[MORGAN, William, 1774-1826] ILLUSTRATIONS OF MASONRY, BY ONE
OF THE FRATERNITY; Who has Devoted Thirty Years to the Subject. 'God said
let there be light and there was light." TWELFTH EDITION. Rochester [NY]: Printed for
the Proprietor, 1827.
[1 (frontispiece)]f.; x, [11]-99 pp.
Old (but apparently later) sidetying in original plain light blue
wrappers, but with back wrapper gone. Medium foxing with
wear; medium staining to some
blank areas of title, and dampstain to blank bottom area of the
final leaf
The final page is
trimmed closely with loss of half
of the final page number, and of
portions of two or three other
letters (but entirely readable).
Fore-corners of the front wrapper and the final leaf strengthened subtlely with very thin
japanese tissue.
$2,500
THE ONLY COMPLETE COPY
KNOWN. Walgren 2798, locating only one incomplete copy;
not in American Imprints or the
National Union Catalog. See my
BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUMMARY at the
end of this description.
"

T
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PROPHET JOSEPH," recalled Heber C. Kimball's daughter Helen, "after
becoming a Mason said that Masonry had been taken from the priesthood.
HE

In Nauvoo I was acquainted with the widow and daughter of Morgan who
exposed Masonry. I remember once when but a young girl, of getting a
glimpse of the outside of the Morgan's book, exposing Masonry, but which my
father always kept locked up." – Helen Mar Kimball Smith Whitney, "Scenes and
Incidents in Nauvoo," Woman's Exponent 11 (15 July 1882), p. 26 (emphasis
added).
The "Morgan's book" which Heber C. Kimball kept locked up in the 1830s was
actually a pamphlet – but what a pamphlet! The mere intentions for its
publication led to the abduction, murder, fame and eulogizing of its author,
which in turn triggered the literature, attitudes and events of the American
antimasonic movement of the late 1820s which were then reflected in the Book of
Mormon. Few people know anything about this humble little tract today, but in
the time and region where the Book of Mormon was first put to paper, it
captured the popular imagination like no other. It led to years of official inquests
and to the formation of America's first "third political party." It nearly kept
Andrew Jackson (a Freemason) from becoming the President of the United
States.
The introduction to Illustrations of Masonry was written by David Cade Miller,
Morgan's original publisher in Batavia, New York shortly following Morgan's
murder. Except for Miller's introduction, however, the Mormon parallels of
interest in this book relate less to antimasonry itself than to the later Mormon
temple endowment ceremony. For those who were familiar with that ceremony
prior to 1990, many passages in this text will be disarmingly familiar. The
examples are numerous and sometimes enlightening, and have been reported
painstakingly in my Mormon Parallels, entry 254. Here is a single example, from
page 81 . . .
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUMMARY
Because of the complexity and endless distinguishing details of this oncesensational pamphlet, the normal bibliographic approach (comparison of
countless random entries in standard sources beginning in the nineteenth
century and continuing through all the regular official union lists and online
databases today) cannot be replied upon. The authoritative source, instead, is
Kent Logan Walgren, Freemasonry, Anti-Masonry and Illuminism in the United
States, 1734-1850: A Bibliography (two volumes; Worcester, Massachusetts:
American Antiquarian Society, 2003). Kent not only endured the excruciating
tedium required for this task, but he traveled extensively to examine numerous
copies in libraries, frequently debunking, clarifying and adding to incomplete
entries and references on which we had, previously, to rely with considerable
doubt and uncertainty. Thanks only to his efforts, the following summary of the
title now at hand becomes possible:

First printed at Batavia, New York about October 1826, Illustrations of Masonry
was widely republished through 1830, including as many as three other editions
of apparent or claimed 1826 date. Walgren describes nineteen editions published
in 1827, four 1828 editions, another in 1829, and one more in 1830 for a total of at
least twenty-nine editions of Morgan's work during this initial antimasonic
period (followed by reprints years later and into modern times). It was generally
read to death, and any surviving copy of any early edition is something of a
rarity today. Given how few copies can now be located of most editions (in some
cases, only one or two known examples), it is more than reasonable to surmise
22

that other editions or versions must have been published which remain
unrecorded. Of all these twenty-nine editions now known, the one offered here
is as rare as any, recorded in only one incomplete copy preserved at the
Massachusetts Grand Lodge Library in Boston. That example lacks the frontispiece and the final page. When Walgren wrote the bibliography, he therefore
had to speculate as follows:
This is the second state of the 12th ed. which probably (based on the 98 p.
edition) ends on about the 12th line on p. 99. The only located copy lacks the
final leaf (leaves?). The typeface is the same as the 98 p. 12th edition. This
variant was also probably issued with a frontispiece: "The Masters Carpet"
signed by "M. Cable." See No. 2797 above.
[Walgren entry 2798]

Neither this edition, however, nor the 98-page version was truly a twelfth
edition by any authoritative count. Walgren explains that, ". . . there are no
5th through 11th editions. Edwin Scrantom is known to have skipped editions as
a selling technique, suggesting that he may have been the printer of this edition
[the 98-page version; entry 2797]."
Scrantom was an early settler of Rochester, and he lived long, leaving many
reminiscences including this one about the 1820s scene on Exchange Street,
Rochester, in the first block immediately south of Buffalo Street (now Main) . . .
There may be mentioned here Moses Chapin, who was acting first Judge of the
County and Justice as well. His office was up the Museum stairs in the room so
many years of late occupied by Eben Ely. It was in this office that the first antiMasonic committee was formed after the disappearance of William Morgan, and
the first set of explorers appointed to go out to the swamps near the Ridge Road,
west of Hanford's Landing, to search for the body of that kidnapped Masonic
martyr. Mumford & Whittlesey's law office was opposite to Judge Chapin. . . .
Back of Judge Chapin's rooms was Marcus Morse's book bindery, and overhead
was the pioneer engraver, Martin Cable, who made so many illustrations for
Giddings' [sic] Anti-masonic Almanac and for the pamphlets issued by the
Morgan Committee—illustrations that showed that he drew largely on his
imagination for the incidents, and some of which were much too overdrawn
even for a comic almanac. . . . This ancient engraver was a persistent Sabbath
breaker, and when called to account for it, said to his friend that one reason for
his Sabbath work was, that many of his engravings must be executed with great
privacy; and the other was that his creditors could not dun him on that day! The
exit of this man and his family from the village was sudden and not very
creditable. To them it was a necessity, and to their neighbors a rejoicing.
[Scrantom, "And This Was Rochester! Excerpts From the Old Citizen Letters of
Edwin Scrantom. Edited by Harriett Julia Naylor." Rochester History 4:1 (January
1942), 21.]
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M
H
would visit this Museum building in June
J1829 inSsearch of a printer
for the Book of Mormon. There, Elihu F. Marshall (a
OSEPH

MITH AND

ARTIN

ARRIS

kindly Quaker who had lost the use of his legs from a childhood disease) became
the first man to express willingness to take on that job in his successful printing
establishment. Printed close-by, perhaps in that same building, the rare Morgan
pamphlet now at hand continues to intrigue. Regarding its layout, Kent Walgren
guessed well. The complete copy now discovered here does indeed begin with a
" (although only the slightest faint
frontispiece entitled "
impression of portions of the presumed engraver's name is visible in the
expected place, lower left corner beneath the image). And as Walgren
speculated, the text on the final page occupies eleven lines, followed by a space
and then a twelfth line containing the standard conclusion for this work, "END
OF PART FIRST."
Contrary to Walgren's assumption, however, I expect that this 99-page version
would have been the earlier version of the 98-page version. I infer this from the
fact that in this 99-page edition, the leaf containing pages 29-30 appears to be a
cancel (replacement correction leaf) sewn in place between the preceding and
following leaves. It appears not to be conjugate (joined at the backfold) with the
preceding leaf as it should be. Most importantly, its page numbers occur at the
insides of the pages, near the inner margin or gutter, whereas they should occur
beside the outer margins as with all the other pages of the pamphlet. This means
either that this one leaf was composed "backwards" on the sheet - and had to be
cut out separately and turned around for insertion in proper page order - OR, that
the entire leaf was a correction, printed separately afterwards, but with the page
number placement mis-calculated when it was set up. There may be other
explanations, but clearly this was an awkward presentation of the leaf, and
something that would have embarrassed a printer who was so prolific and
experienced as Edwin Scrantom.
Another possible copy (heretofore presumed to be the 98-page version)
preserved at Syracuse University's E. S. Bird Library has just been noticed, but it
is even more defective than the Massachusetts copy, lacking most of the leaf
bearing pages 97-98, and only a blank inner margin fragment of one more leaf
(followed by a back wrapper remnant). A few remaining letters adjacent to the
inner margin of its pp. 97-98 confirm the same page-layout as the 99-page version
here at hand, as far as half-way down page 98. Intriguingly, however, that
copy's page numbers 25 and 26 are printed at the "inside" of that leaf, by the
inner margin (unlike my copy); it's page number 29 is printed properly adjacent
to the outside margin (unlike my copy), yet its page 30 on the back of that leaf
appears by the inside margin (like my copy). Through all of these pages, the text
itself appears to be laid out the same as my copy. Thanks to Special Collections
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Librarian William F. LaMoy for his patient assistance over the telephone as we
compared our two variants of the apparent same 99-page edition.
"Two outstanding publishing events occurred in western New York in this
period. The first was the printing of William Morgan's revelation of Masonry in
the office of David C. Miller, in Batavia (1826), which, with attendant events,
profoundly influenced the development of the press within the state. The second
was the publication of the Book of Mormon . . ." – Milton W. Hamilton, The
Country Printer, New York State, 1785-1830 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1936), 78-79.

_________________________________________________________
Torture execution by Mormons reported to a national
missionary magazine by a minister in Warsaw, Illinois.

18

[Nauvoo] THE HOME MISSIONARY (monthly periodical published at New
York by the Executive Committee of the American Home Missionary Society) for
February, August and October 1846 [XVIII:10; XIX:4, 6].
$225
21 cm. Paged, respectively, [221]-44; [73]-96; [121]-144 (three complete issues of
24 pages each). Disbound, medium wear and some stains to some outer leaves.
With reports from Protestant missionaries near Nauvoo, Illinois, where the
Mormon War was still raging. I see that of these three 1846 issues, I had another
copy of the August number more than sixteen years ago (my Mormon List 47 in
September 1994, item priced at $65 fresh in its printed wrappers not present in
the copy now in this group). However, I have to say that the other two issues,
now available with another copy of that issue here, are even better, and have
more surprising content.
What strikes even the moderately open-minded reader here is that - whatever the
facts may have been - these ministers sincerely believed the Mormons to be an
indolent, low, Sabbath-breaking society, and sometimes a murderous group of
thugs. Some of the articles are quite substantial in length, and if my characterization above interests you, then I don't think you will be disappointed. Below is
perhaps the most extreme selection, from a minister who has buried several
victims of the recent conflicts with the Saints. It is part of a lengthy report from
Rev. J. M. Grout in nearby Warsaw, Hancock County, which is printed on
pp. 225-27 (approx. 32 column inches of small type). Bear in mind that most if
not all of these reports are the first appearances of these accounts in print, typeset
directly from original manuscript letters mailed to New York for this magazine
to publish . . .
At about 10 o'clock P.M., the lifeless and mangled body of one of our own
townsmen, a young man, was found at a distance of eight or nine miles from
25

home, stretched upon the ground where he had fallen, ten hours before, a victim
to the ferocity of a party of Mormons, and suffered the most cruel death. He had
received two flesh wounds from leaden balls, three deep wounds upon the head
with a heavy cutlass, a stab in the throat, and finally, his bosom having been
deliberately bared, two well directed thrusts at the heart. This violence was
inflicted, not in hot haste, but, as we are informed by the Mormons themselves,
after consultation, and in contempt of his prayers for life, and was a protracted
process of slaughter. [p. 227 of the February issue]

There was a contribution given by the people of Nauvoo to assist
the community to purchase the Temple property
– testimony of Bartholomy Serreau

19

[Nauvoo] The original detailed historical MANUSCRIPT DEPOSITIONS SIGNED by
Icarians and their attorney, in the lawsuit which secured the Nauvoo Temple lot
and related properties to the Icarian Society, enabling the continuation of this
famous communitarian movement well beyond the 1856 death of their founder,
Etienne Cabet. "Mayors Office of the City of Nauvoo, Hancock County, Illinois,"
August 3 – September 30, 1858.
Approx. 32 X 21 cm. and other sizes. Approximately 27 pages of manuscript, as
follow:
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— 6 substantial MANUSCRIPT LEGAL DEPOSITIONS in the hand of the Justice of the
Peace, signed by the deponents. 20½ tall pages on 12 leaves.
:: preceded by ::
— the Icarians' attorneys' SIGNED MANUSCRIPT
shorter leaf of blue paper, 1 page);

NOTICE

of the proceedings (on a

:: the whole followed by ::
— the deposing justice's SIGNED, MANUSCRIPT HISTORY of when and how these
depositions were taken (1½ tall pages on one leaf, including fees);
:: together with ::
— 2 somewhat shorter leaves written front and back as
AND B (total of 3 pages of writing, on 2 leaves),

MANUSCRIPT

EXHIBITS A

:: and ::
— 2 PARTLY -PRINTED WITNESS SUMMONS SLIPS fully accomplished in manuscript
front and back, for a total of nine witnesses desired to be summoned (not all of
whom were actually deposed, including one whose name is lined out in pencil).
Medium wear, but in generally very good, stable condition. the collection: $12,500

D

regarding the temple lot and other Icarian real
estate and property are surely unknown to most historians. Much of what
is preserved here in such depth could hardly be available anywhere else. These
deposed testimonies were taken down by a justice of the peace, and then signed
by each witness.
ETAILS PRESERVED HERE

At this crucial turning point of Icarian history, the Icarians' attorneys ("Morrill &
Hooker") were seeking evidence here that, although the late Etienne Cabet had
originally purchased the Icarian properties in his own name (before the Illinois
legislature had incorporated the Icarian Society), this had been done using
community funds and not Cabet's own money - and that furthermore, it was
always understood and agreed that the properties belonged to the entire
community, and never to Cabet personally.
In the process, this testimony revealed broader points of interest - such as the fact
that the local Nauvoo citizens contributed $1,000 to help the Icarians purchase
the Temple lot and other property. This was surely an economic move. Other
details go back to France, the nature of Cabet's movement, and the surprising
number of adherents there who contributed their humble sous to the cause.
TO

with extracts from the depositions,
CLICK THE LINK for the .pdf document (12 pp., 4 MB).
SEE MY FULL ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTION
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[New York – Bainbridge (Chenango County)]
Gilbert and Nathaniel
PEARSALL.
MANUSCRIPT MERCANTILE DAYBOOK, Bainbridge, New York,
May 12 – August 28, 1827.

460 tall pages of original handwritten records documenting purchases made by
residents of the township in which, one year earlier, young Joseph Smith had
been arrested and examined on charges relating to occult treasure seeking.
Customers recorded here include Newell KNIGHT, members of the STOWELL
family, Judge Albert NEELY, witnesses William D. PURPLE & Abram W. BENTON,
and other figures of background interest to early Mormon history.
$12,500
The following is a highly abbreviated description. For the FULL TEXT of this entry
with technical details, bibliography, footnotes and table of selected entries
(24 pp., 6 MB) in a separate .pdf document, click on the link above.
GILBERT AND NATHANIEL PEARSALL were sons of Thomas Pearsall, an early settler
of Bainbridge township who died in 1826 (the assessment that year valuing his
real and personal property at $850). At the time they began the 1827 record book
considered here, they were not quite twenty-five and twenty-two years of age,
respectively. Their younger sister Phebe would marry Judge ALBERT NEELY, who
presided over the 1826 hearing of Joseph Smith. Their younger brother Robert
would become the father of Miss EMILY PEARSALL, who would one day take the
relevant pages from Neely's court record to Utah.
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Bainbridge
// 257

2 June 1827

Newell Knight —
To 1/2 Bbl mackerel

Dr
44/- 2

96
4–

At the top of page 96, the Pearsalls record that on June 2, 1827, at their store in
Bainbridge, NEWELL KNIGHT (whose account is number 257 in some separate ledger
book not present here) has purchased, on credit, half a barrel of mackerel for
4 shillings [4 (New) York shillings @12½¢ = 50¢]. The figures in the first column, "44/
2" (44 shillings, 2 pence) indicate the rate for some unspecified larger, standard
quantity. "Dr," for debit, comes from the Latin verb debere, to owe.
For a discussion of old-style pricing in America at this time, see my Mormon Parallels
entry 117 (Dilworth), pp. 482-86; compare to the Nephite monetary system described in the Book of Mormon's book of Alma, chapter 11.

T

shows its young proprietors very
busy indeed, often with six to ten or more pages of entries in a single day.
Within a period of only three and a half months, they filled every inch of
its original 478 pages with succinct notes of their customers' purchases. In those
times of cash-poor economy, storekeepers' record books were legal documents
by which customers became indebted to them. Such books were as important as
stocks or bonds, essential to the survival of a business. It appears that Gilbert
and Nathaniel Pearsall's store must have stood near the center of Bainbridge
Village – in turn, near the center of Bainbridge township, at the south line of
which Josiah Stowell (and Joseph Smith Jr.) lived in South Bainbridge, Chenango
County, now Afton, New York.
HE DAYBOOK NOW DISCOVERED HERE
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These pages show some of the many customers drifting in two or three times
during a single day, suggesting that the store had to be at the heart of a village and it illuminates daily life in such a place as effectively as almost anything from
that era can do. During the early 1820s, the Pearsalls' future brother in law
Albert Neely had run a store in Bainbridge. Judging from the apparent wellestablished prosperity of the mercantile recorded here, it may be that it
descended from the earlier, Neely establishment.
WHY, HERE COMES NEELY NOW, on the afternoon of July 19, 1827 to buy a pair of
white stockings. They must be good quality, because they will set him back by
81 cents (six bits & sixpence) - no mean figure in those days . . .

And who is next in line at the counter (or more likely, keeping a bit of distance
and averting Neely's gaze until the Judge leaves)? It may be young Charles
Newton - who had been the first signer on those articles of agreement
between Josiah Stowell, the Smiths and others to dig for lost gold, silver
and coins at Harmony, Pennsylvania, November 1, 1825. "Chs" is there for his
father Thaddeus, it would appear (see comments in the name register in my full
description document), to pick up some cloth, some tea and a gallon of whiskey.
Well, who is next? It is the proprietors' younger brother Robert Pearsall, whose
future daughter EMILY will one day take those pages from Uncle Neely's legal
docket book to Bishop Tuttle in Utah, from which the court proceedings against
"Joseph Smith, the Glass Looker" will be published to the world. IMAGE ABOVE
from page 313, showing entries 37-39 out of forty-eight sales made that day.
–Life in a village, but what a village! In this area where Joseph Smith attended
school (1825-26), married his wife (1827), and worked at a variety of trades, the
details of goods purchased can enrich our appreciation of the broader culture in
which early Mormonism began. Even the most minor details can surprise or
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delight. In May, local Justice of the Peace Levi Bigelow buys 100 lemons . . . in
1827 (page 11 of the daybook): How many lemons were shipped north from
warmer climes at that time, and what did a judge do with so many? Constable
Philip M. DeZeng (who arrested, held, and traveled with Joseph Smith for two
days and one night just a year earlier) is obviously kind to his womenfolk,
buying his daughter special paper, sending her for a bottle of "sweet oil" and
sugar, and purchasing a lady's luxury: an expensive Leghorn bonnet with silk.
On August 8, A. W. BENTON (whose letter to a magazine in 1831 will become the
earliest-known printed account of Joseph Smith's money-digging "trial") buys a
lock for a trunk. A week later, he returns to the Pearsall's store to buy a calf skin.
Dr. PURPLE, another of the crucial witnesses to leave descriptions of Smith's 1826
legal hearing, comes in twice, and like the constable, buys things for his lady,
including some good fabric. "Purple's presence in South Bainbridge is attested to
in a number of legal documents for 1826 and 1827," notes Dan Vogel, and now
we have two more proofs of his presence in that town. Horace STOWELL (son or
cousin of Josiah Stowell) comes to the store half a dozen times during these three
months, on one occasion to pick up a gallon of molasses for Squire Joseph P.
CHAMBERLIN, before whom Joseph Smith will be hauled three years later on
continuing complaints from the 1826 episode. And Peter BRIDGMAN (Josiah
Stowell's religious nephew whose original complaint against Joseph Smith
started it all) visits this store half a dozen times. He buys fifty pounds of codfish,
some tobacco, various leathers, and evidently sees to the payment of fifty cents
owed to "Elder Goodwine."
For many more examples, see my Register of Selected Names in the FULL
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTION with footnotes and bibliography (24 pp., 6 MB) by
clicking the link above.
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With a handwritten NOTE by the Smiths' land agent
as well as the SIGNATURE of their farm's original surveyor

21

[New York – Farmington (later Manchester, Ontario County)] Interesting
MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENT regarding the first settler in Manchester Village, SIGNED
by parties relevant to the future Smith family farm. December 20, 1811.
$750
33¼ X 20½ cm. One page; docket on integral blank leaf. In very good condition.
Instructive document displaying the
intricacies of selling and mortgaging
land in the Phelps & Gorham Purchase. SIGNED by Oliver L[eicester].
PHELPS (son of recently-deceased
Oliver Phelps), agreeing to be
responsible for articles and bond
given by Sylvester DAVIS to Oliver
Phelps for land in Farmington,
thence given by the senior Phelps to
the State of Connecticut. Because
the younger Phelps has a lien on
Davis' farm. . .
I hereby acknowledge to have this day received of Z. Seymour Agent of the State
of Connecticut and for the Estate of Oliver Phelps deceased (so far as relates to
the said Assignment) the said Bond and article of agreement above mentioned,
. . . and I hereby engage to return said Bond and Contract to the said Seymour, or
to be responsible for the same to the state of Connecticut to their full satisfaction
...

With an AUTOGRAPH NOTE INITIALED below the docket by Zachariah SEYMOUR,
the land agent mentioned in this document (who would eventually sell the Smith
family their farm in Farmington/Manchester) . . .
this instrument did not go into effect & was returned by said O L Phelps

ZS

Also SIGNED by witnesses Ja[me]s. SMEDLEY and Rob[ert] MUNRO . . .
The first settler in the Village of Manchester was Sylvester Davis, who located
there to follow his trade. His blacksmith shop, erected in 1798, a few rods east of
the Manchester bridge, was the first in the town. For years he occupied his shop,
and was in later years known as captain of militia. Controversy respecting
boundary lines caused a new survey of the township, which was made during
1798 by James Smedley. [Walter H. McIntosh, History of Ontario County,
New York (Philadelphia: Everts & Ensign, 1876), 176 (emphasis added)]
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In 1825, the sale document of the Smith farm to Lemuel Durfee included a plat
description "agreeable to the survey of James Smedley Esquire . . ." –Vogel, Early
Mormon Documents Vol. III, p. 429.
For the fact that Zachariah SEYMOUR was the Smiths' land agent mentioned by
Lucy Mack Smith in her history, see Richard Lyman Bushman, Joseph Smith:
Rough Stone Rolling (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005), 32, and H. Michael
Marquardt and Wesley P. Walters, Inventing Mormonism: Tradition and the
Historical Record (Salt Lake City: Smith Research Associates, 1994), 4.

you are a daughter of Abraham . . .
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[Patriarchal Blessing – by Hyrum Smith, 1843] "THE MORMONS are carrying on
a lucrative business in the sale of blessings. . . ." Front-page ARTICLE in THE
MASSACHUSETTS SPY (newspaper, Worcester, Massachusetts) for "Fifth Month
(May,) 22, 1844" [73:21; Whole No. 3723]
$125
Folio, [4] pp. (complete issue). Scattered medium wear & soil, etc., plus a "bite"
out of the upper outside blank margin area of both leaves (not affecting any text).
The editors credit the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, which reports that "An old
lady at Buffalo recently purchased one of these, for which she paid–a woollen
blanket! The following is the precious document . . ." There are apparent ellipses
near the middle of this blessing, printed here, but the text is still reasonably
substantial in length, given to one Polly Dorman, "entered in Record Book, page
217, daughter of Daniel and Polly Townsend, born in the town of Salem,
Westchester county, and State of New York, the 13th of July, 1764."
The blessing is signed in type at the end: "Given by HYRUM SMITH, at Nauvoo.
H. CORAY, Clerk and Redeemer [i.e., recorder]. October 22d, 1843." NOT IN
H. Michael Marquardt, comp., Early Patriarchal Blessings of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. . . . (Salt Lake City: The Smith-Pettit Foundation,
[2007]).
. . . Therefore, you are blessed in every deed, and shall be blessed, in all your
days, except some light afflictions on account of your infirmities and your
declining years, . . . And your labor shall be blest as leaven . . . and a reward to
be realized for your pilgrimage, . . . A reward, spiritual and temporal that you
may remember the land of your future inheritance, the Land of your everlasting
inheritance in your journeyings to seek a country, an Heavenly habitation,
eternally in the Heavens, whose builder and maker is God. . . . you have made
your calling and election sure . . .
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PRATT, Orson [and others]. A SERIES OF PAMPHLETS, by Orson Pratt, One of
the Twelve Apostles of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, With Portrait.
To Which is Appended A DISCUSSION Held in Bolton, Between Elder William Gibson,
President of the Saints in the Manchester Conference, and the Rev. Mr. Woodman. Also
A DISCUSSION Held in France, Between Elder John Taylor, One of the Twelve
Apostles, and Three Reverend Gentlemen of Different Orders, Containing a Facsimile of
Writings Engraved on Six Metallic Plates, Taken out of an Ancient Mound in the State
of Illinois, in the Year 1843. Liverpool: Printed by R. James, 29, South Castle
Street, 1851.
21 cm. [2] (separate title and contents)ff.; +
various paginations enumerated below, all
collated COMPLETE.
Handsome lithographed
frontispiece PORTRAIT OF ORSON PRATT (medium
foxing not affecting face; tissue guard more
foxed) and the FOLDING FACSIMILE PLATE OF THE
KINDERHOOK PLATES (some light browning but
quite nice; the expected tear where attached,
barely grazing an image, without loss). The
portrait of John Taylor, sometimes included, is
not in this volume (and there is no portrait or
plate in the Gibson pamphlet as mentioned for
separate publication in Flake 3561). Page 12 of
Remarkable Visions gives Fayette, New York as
the location for the organization of the Church
(there is also a less common Manchester version).
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Original marbled boards quite scuffed with old leather corners very worn;
tastefully and well RE-BACKED in simple blind-ruled calf with no lettering. New
endpapers, but one original flyleaf still present both front & back. The pamphlet
text pages are all very fresh and clean. The first free endpaper bears an old
bookseller's penciled price of $1,495, but I don't believe that I have met his
customers.
$325
Flake 6542a. The less common (and, I have been told, first) title page with the
R. James imprint. Joseph Smith's translation of the Kinderhook plates later
became an embarrassment when they were confessed to have been modern
forgeries planted to bait the Mormons. Elder Gibson, it turns out, could also
be an embarrassment: his intemperate drinking jeopardized the safety and
reputation of Mormons on at least one occasion (see my Mormon List 61, entry
21). THE PAMPHLETS, however, stand as major landmarks in Latter-day Saint
proselytizing, doctrine, and theological/scientific speculation. They are all
present as required for this compilation, and I have examined every page:
ORSON PRATT:
Divine Authority, 16 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part I., 8 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part II., 8 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part III., 8 pp.
Kingdom of God. Part IV., 16 pp.
Remarkable Visions, 16 pp.
New Jerusalem, 24 pp.
Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon, No. 1, 16 pp.
Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon, No. 2, paged [17]-32
Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon, No. 3, paged [33]-48
Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon, No. 4, paged [49]-64
Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon, No. 5, paged [65]-80
Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon, No. 6, paged [81]-96
Reply to a Pamphlet Printed at Glasgow . . . , 16 pp.
Absurdities of Immaterialism . . . , 32 pp.
Great First Cause . . . , 16 pp.
William GIBSON. REPORT OF THREE NIGHTS' PUBLIC DISCUSSION in
Bolton, Between William Gibson, H[igh]. P[riest]., Presiding Elder of the Manchester
Conference of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, and the Rev. Woodville
Woodman, Minister of the New Jerusalem Church. Reported by G. D. Watt. Liverpool:
Franklin D. Richards, 1851. Flake 3561. [1]f.; 46 pp. (no portrait or folding plate,
sometimes seen).
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John TAYLOR. THREE NIGHTS' PUBLIC DISCUSSION Between the Revds. C. W.
Cleeve, James Robertson, and Philip Cater, and Elder John Taylor . . . at Boulogne-surMer, France . . . Liverpool: Published by John Taylor, and for sale by O. Pratt . . . ,
1850.
First Edition of this pamphlet; Flake 8849. [1]f.; 49 pp. WITHOUT the
lithographed frontis. portrait of John Taylor (sometimes seen), but WITH the
folding woodcut illustration of the Kinderhook Plates with text.

. . . verily I say unto my servant Lyman Johnson, and unto my servant Orson Pratt,
they shall also take their journey into the eastern countries; and behold, and lo,
I am with them also, even unto the end. [D&C 75:14 (January 25, 1832)]
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[PRATT, Orson, and Lyman JOHNSON] First-hand report of preaching by
Orson Pratt and Lyman Johnson at age twenty, in THE AMERICAN SENTINEL
(newspaper, Philadelphia) for Saturday morning, February 25, 1832 [Vol. XVI;
(Whole) No. 4812].
Folio, [4] pp. The two leaves neatly cut apart, perhaps from a microfilming
project. Closely trimmed at top, with slight textual loss to the top of page [2], not
affecting the Mormon article.
$2,000
SIGNIFICANT AND RARE. One of no more than two or three copies known - if
not unique - and the earliest printing now extant that I can locate of one of the
very earliest reports from the
field of what official Mormon
missionaries preached following the 1832 conference at
which Joseph Smith was ordained President of the High
Priesthood, and "[c]ertain elders, who had encountered
difficulty in bringing men to
an understanding of their
message, desired to learn
more in detail as to their immediate duties," after which
the revelation now known as Doctrine and Covenants 75 was given. See my
BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUMMARY further below.
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I

MPORTANT.

This little-known report is titled, "THE MORMONITES. From the
Mercer Press." The article (page [2], column [6], 17 column inches) is the text
of a letter to an editor, signed in type by "B. STOKELY" and sent originally to
The Western Press, a weekly newspaper published in Mercer, Pennsylvania near
the western border of that state. No copy of the original newspaper now exists,
apparently, but it is from that source that the rare American Sentinel (now offered
here) takes its text only two weeks following the events described.
Mr. Stokely allowed two young, well-behaved Mormon missionaries to preach to
a number of people gathered in his home. He identified them later as "Arson
Pratt" and "Lyman Johnston." Historian H. Michael Marquardt informs me that
Orson Pratt and Lyman Johnson indeed visited one Benjamin (judging from local
census records) Stokely on about February 8, 1832 in Coolspring township,
Mercer County, Pennsylvania. These elders then continued nearly 30 miles to
the town of Franklin (Venango County) where a similar report was published.
Coolspring lies approximately 75 miles southeast of Kirtland, Ohio. Of the
Stokely report considered here, Mr. Marquardt informs me of a later printing
under title, "The Orators of Mormon," which appeared in the Catholic Telegraph
(newspaper, Cincinnati) for April 14, 1832, pp. 204-205 (also citing the "Mercer
Press"). The version now offered here, on the other hand, is nearly contemporary, issued shortly following the actual event.
This account based on the
writer's own notes clearly describes an actual meeting, and
provides interesting details
and reflections. Note that "the
speaker" claimed to have
witnessed "[a]n angel" who
"brought the Mormonite Bible
and laid it before him . . ." In
another fascinating quote, reiterated a second time, Orson
Pratt uttered an interestinglyphrased reflection about the
extreme difficulty of itinerant
preaching.
Of additional interest here is the very explicit hemispheric model of the Book of
Mormon story in which the Nephites landed in South America and eventually
migrated from the Isthmus of Panama to what later became Manchester, New
York. There was no First Vision story in this 1832 Mormon preaching, which
began instead with the appearance of an angel in 1827, consistent with other
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early descriptions of Mormon proselytizing. The text reads in its entirety as
follows:
"THE MORMONITES. From the Mercer Press."
Mr. Printer--As the press is a medium through which to communicate
information for public use, I have sent the following for that purpose
B. STOKELY.
On Wednesday, the 8th of this month, two strangers called at my house and
stated that they were sent by God to preach the gospel to every creature, and
said if a sumber [i.e., number] should be convened they would deliver a
discourse. On the question, what is your profession? they answered, the world
call us Mormonites; this excited my curiosity, and at early candle light they
conmenced [sic] an address to the people convened. The substance of which I
took down while they were speaking, and afterwards in conversation.
“We are commanded by
the Lord to declare his
will to effect his intended
purpose.—In
1827
a
young man called Joseph
Smith of the state of New
York, of no denomination,
but under conviction,
inquired of the Lord what
he should do to be
saved—he went to bed
without any reply, but in
the
night
was
awakened by an angel,
whiter and shining in
greater splendor than the
sun at noon day, who
gave information where
the plates were deposited;—Smith awoke, and after due preparation and agreeably to the information
given by the angel, he went into the township of Manchester, and there, on the
side of a hill, found in a stone box, or a square space inclosed by stone on every
side, the plates on which the revelation was inscribed. The box in thickness was
about 6 inches, and about 7 by 5 otherwise, the plates themselves were about as
thick as window glass, or common tin, pure gold, and well secured by silver
rings or loops in the box as an effectual defence against all weather. Smith, being
entirely ignorant of any language but the English, and knowing that itself in a
very imperfect manner, was unable to read or decipher a single word—he
therefore sent the plates to the city of New York to be translated by Professor
Anthony, who could make nothing of them;—here seemed to be an
insurmountable difficulty.
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It was supposed that the language of the plates was Arabiac [sic], Chaldean, and
Egyptian; but God by his goodness inspired Smith himself to translate the
whole.—Smith, however, not being qualified to write, employed an amanuensis,
who wrote foa [sic] him—they thus translated about two thirds of what the
plates contained, reserving the residue for a future day as the Lord might
hereafter direct. Six hundred years before Christ a certain Prophet called Lehi
went out to declare and promulgate the prophecies to come; he came across the
water into South America, who with others, went to Jerusalem; but there they
were divided into two parties; one wise, the other foolish; the latter were
therefore cursed with yellow skins; which is supposed to mean the Indians of the
Rocky Mountains.—In 500 years before Christ the wise ones gave a sign, or was
to give one, that there should be a total darkness two days and one night, but the
people refused to take warning; and when Jerusalem was destroyed, the
righteous only were saved—all the teaching of the Mormonites is comprised in
this book (their Bible) price one dollar twenty-five cents. The greater part of the
people were converted for a time, but were again divided and destroyed 400
years after Christ. The last battle that was fought among these parties was on the
very ground where the plates were found; but it had been a running battle, for
they commenced at the Isthmus of Darien and ended at Manchester. The plates
state that we shall drive back the Indians to the South and West; with a promise,
however, to be brought back in the fulness of time; and all the unbeliefs existing
can never prevent these prophecies from fulfilment. Iniquity will shortly be
swept from the Earth.—Smith, when required by the Lord to translate, read, and
publish the plates, excused himself as being unlearned, and could not even read.
The use of the Mormonite Bible is to connect and fulfil the prophecies of Isaiah; it
comes also to fulfil the Scriptures and to restore the house of Israel to their lawful
rights. The servants of this religion will fish and hunt up Israel and put them into
possession of their promised land—(The speaker) himself is specially
commanded to go forth and warn the people to flee from the wrath to come—
were it not for this injunction he would rather work at the hardest labor. They
have gone forth like the disciples of old, without money or scrip, taking no
thought what they shall say—and when they are not well received shake off the
dust of their feet as a testimony against the people who thus reject the holy spirit.
He has left his father, mother, brothers and sisters, the farm and neighborhood of
friends, to declare the will of God and the revelation of John who saw the angel
flying through Heaven—An angel brought the Mormonite Bible and laid it
before him (the speaker;) he therefore knows these things to be true. Being sent to
call on all to repent--he has come to fulfil the commands of Heaven; he has
cleared his skirts of our blood.”
I have made some remarks, and given a few particular traits from the Mormon
bible—“Christ appeared to 3000 and they all put their hands into his side and
believed ” (What a host of Thomases.) The books of this Bible are in number 14,
under the following names, viz; 1 Nephi, 2 Nephi, Books of Jacob, Enos, Jarem,
Omni, Mormon, Masiah, Almo, Helaman, Nephi, jr., Mormon, (again,) Ether, and
Morni—translated by Joseph Smith, junior, by pure inspiration—certified to be
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true by Oliver Cowdry, David Whitmer and Martin Harris, who declare, “That
an angel of God came down from heaven and brought the plates and laid them
before your eyes and we beheld and saw the plates.”—Another certificate is
added, signed by eight more, viz: Christian Whitmer, Jacob Whitmer, Peter
Whitmer, jr, John Whitmer, Hiram Page, Joseph Smith, senr. Hiram Smith, and
Saml H. Smith, who declare that J. Smith, jr. laid the plates before them, to the
truth of which they certify.—One of the young men called himself Lyman
Johnston, from Portage county, Ohio. The other was called Arson Pratt; no fixed
place of abode. They were going North East, intending to preach the gospel to
every kindred, tongue and nation:—They appeared to have very little learning,
to be sincere in all they said. They had good manners—had been well raised—
were decent and unassuming in every thing I saw, or heard them say.—They
said what I could hardly believe: “that John the Revelator was yet alive and
about in the world.” I thought for certain he had been dead for more than fifty
years, and observed that I should be gl[a]d to see the old man; to which they
made no reply. Arson Pratt repeating his reluctance to an itinerant life and (but
for the mandate of God) he had rather work at any thing else however hard. I
observed perhaps on application he could compromise with providence, get
another in his place, and he himself locate—he made no reply.
BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUMMARY

No earlier original printing or version of this story is presently located. No
original or microfilm copy of any early 1832 issue of The Western Press (weekly
newspaper, Mercer, Pennsylvania from which the article is taken) is now known
to survive, according to the extensive Online Computer Library Center (OCLC,
the world's largest bibliographic database, combining cataloging records from
libraries worldwide).
The American Sentinel newspaper (offered here) copies its article from the nowlost Mercer paper, above. A painstaking examination of more than fifty records
for the Sentinel on OCLC yields only two possible original copies, and the second
of these, at least, seems less than certain:
1) The Pennsylvania Newspaper Project, Philadelphia, shows a holdings range including the
period from January 3, 1832 through May 12, 1841, and should therefore include the February 25,
1832 issue unless it were missing.
2) The Office of Commonwealth [Pennsylvania] "Libr Bur of State" includes a holdings range for
the period from May 19, 1829 through December 31, 1839, but the record includes a "Note: Issues
wanting/ Format: Unspecified [thus not stating if microfilm or hard copy]"
On OCLC, both the general listing, and a specific listing (by the only individual entity possessing
any 1832 hard copy issues at all, the Mercer County Historical Society) give the Mercer
newspaper's name as follows: "The Western Press." OCLC does note that at one point in 1829,
the title was simply "Western Press." OCLC does not specify when the "The" was added to the
title. However, according to cataloging notes on OCLC, they based their description (and thus,
the full three-word title) "on: Vol. 5, no. 49 (Sept. 22, 1832)."
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. . . all to be destroyed : excepting the few, . . . Mormons.
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[PRATT, Parley P.] PERIODICAL OF MENTAL FREEDOM. Published by the U. S.
M. P. Society. New-York, December, Common Era, 1837 [I:1].
23½ X 15 cm. 16 pp. (complete issue).
An early light pink paper backstrip has
been affixed to the back-fold area, with
some of the original side-tying still
present and visible at the mid-point in
the gutter between pp. 8-9. Medium
wear and moderate foxing or light
staining.
With generous margins all around. One
temoin (French, "witness": an original
corner inadvertently down-turned prior
to original trimming by the printer) has
been left in place, and shows original
untrimmed edge dimensions of the leaf
bearing pages 7-8.
$1,750
ONE OF ONLY TWO COPIES KNOWN,
based on OCLC, which locates only
the copy preserved by the American
Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts. Not in the Union List of Serials.
This was the inaugural (and only published?) issue of this freethought (generally
atheist) publication, slated to be continued whenever funds might be sufficient to
publish subsequent numbers. However, no subsequent issues are located by
OCLC.
Mr. Vincent Golden, Curator of Newspapers and Periodicals at the American
Antiquarian Society, kindly examined their copy for me on February 7, 2011 and
reported that theirs "has evidence that a paper cover was once in place but is
now removed. . . . the fragments still stuck on our issue . . . are uncolored.
Looking at ours and looking at your image [ABOVE], I suspect someone put a
paper cover on it early on to protect it. Whether it was the publisher or someone
later on I couldn't say. But I doubt it is anything significant." A small printer's
slug at the end of the final page reads, "Kelley, Print. rear 70 Bowery." This was
not the sort of publication a printer would normally highlight in his public
profile! However, it contains a hidden gem now brought to my attention by
Shaker-specialist bookseller friend & colleague David D. Newell in Ashfield,
Massachusetts.
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A

NEWLY-DISCOVERED FIRST -HAND DESCRIPTION OF PREACHING BY

PARLEY P.
PRATT in New York City, 1837. Pratt's name is never mentioned, because
of course the reporter did not realize that his subject would become a famous
Latter-day Saint. The identification is unmistakable, however, and we can let
Parley introduce the circumstances himself. When his missionary work took him
to New York City, he found it to be the most difficult English-speaking place on
earth in which to gain "access to the minds or attention of the people," so he
found plenty of time to write his classic work there, A Voice of Warning.
Determined, then, to leave that place, . . .
From July [1837] to January we preached, advertised, printed, published,
testified, visited, talked, prayed, and wept in vain. . . . We had retired to our
private room up stairs with the few members we had, to hold a last prayer
meeting, as I was about taking leave for New Orleans. We had prayed all round
in turn, when, on a sudden, the room was filled with the Holy Spirit, and so was
each one present. We began to speak in tongues and prophesy. Many
marvelous things were manifested which I cannot write; but the principal
burthen of the prophesyings was concerning New York City, and our mission
there.
The Lord said that He had heard our prayers, beheld our labors, diligence, and
long suffering towards that city; and that He had seen our tears. . . . We should
tarry in the city, and go not thence as yet; for the Lord had many people in that
city, and He had now come by the power of His Holy Spirit to gather them into
His fold. His angels should go before us and cooperate with us. His Holy Spirit
should give the people visions and dreams concerning us and the work of the
Lord; . . . and from that very day forward we should have plenty of friends,
money to pay our debts with the publishers; means to live, and crowds to hear
us. . . .

Various friends and members now came forward with assistance. Large crowds
flocked to their various newly-energized meetings. "In the meantime," adds
Pratt,
I was invited by the Free Thinkers to preach, or give a course of lectures, in
Tammany Hall. In short, it was not three weeks from the delivery of the
prophecies in the upper room till we had fifteen preaching places in the city, all
of which were filled to overflowing. We preached about eleven times a week,
besides visiting from house to house. We soon commenced baptizing, and
continued doing so almost daily during the winter and spring. [Autobiography of
Parley P. Pratt . . . Revised and enhanced from original documents . . . by Scot Facer
Proctor and Maurine Jensen Proctor (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company, 2000),
211-14]

For background on "freethought" and overt atheism in New York during this era,
see my Mormon Parallels entry 335 (Powell, The Bible of Reason, 1828). But
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notice, remarkably, that Parley does not indulge in the standard denigration of
atheists here. He mentions the "Free Thinkers" in a positive light, as people who
flocked to several of his lectures. They evidently treated him with respect –
however much they disagreed with his faith in God. Surely this is a rich and an
intriguing side of early Mormon proselyting we have not seen much before. Yet
it is not entirely perplexing that some empathy could have existed between these
non-believing critics and a vibrant preacher who disdained vain creeds and
traditional religious organizations. Pratt's belief in eternal matter, too, would
certainly have appealed to freethinkers of 1830s New York (ibid.)
SO HERE IT IS – perhaps published here for the first time since 1837: an official
New York City freethinker's fair-minded review of the Archer of Paradise! . . .
Mormonism
On this subject we shall say but little, because we do not know much about it;
and probably should not have said any thing, had we not have lately heard a
professor of it deliver a discourse in support of his opinions, or as he called it
knowledge; defining knowledge to be a belief in "dreams, visions and
revelations."
The lecturer we listened to is a man well calculated for the work he, as we think,
has undertaken, viz. that of making proselytes to his faith, or of persuading the
believers in other religions and others, creeds, to renounce their present faith and
receive his, or at least, to have faith in what he tells them, has been revealed in
addition to what they now have in what others have told them was revealed. He
is a good speaker, much above mediocrity as a pulpit orator. If assertions
confidently made, are good data to reason from, his conclusions are logically
true. His logical reasoning, fluency of language, and sincerity of manner are well
calculated to obtain attentive hearers; and a reputation of an able advocate.
It was advertised that he would set forth the truth of the book of Mormon, in
the discourse we attended; instead of doing this however at the time, he set
about demonstrating the truth and divine authenticity of the English or King
James' Bible, not in its present translation, but in the original; and promised to
give his proofs, of the book of Mormon's being a revelation, next Sunday. We
intend hearing him, and telling at another time, what we then hear. The lecture
we heard was not the first he had delivered at the place; (Tammany Hall) and
our not hearing the first prevents us from knowing the manner he introduced his
subject, except by what he stated in the introduction to the one we heard. By that
it appeared that the object of the first lecture was the showing that God had a
right to furnish a revelation to man—that he did so furnish a revelation when he
furnished the Bible—that he had a right to make another revelation at any time,
to any man, and in any place he pleased. He then proceeded in his second
lecture to show that the Bible was a revelation from God made to the people on
the eastern continent; and that this revelation foretold another, which he would
make on the western; no doubt meaning the book of Mormon.
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His method of establishing the truth of King James' Bible being a revelation,
was quite similar to the method practised by the Christian Clergy, viz. that of
quoting prophecy, and establishing its fulfilment, though his arguments were
very different. Christians argue that their revelation is the last, and that it is
perfect—that by sending it over the world, together with missionaries to explain
it, its final consummation will be effected by civilzing [sic], christianizing, and
converting the whole world. The Mormon argued that the final consummation
would be effected by distruction [sic], and not conversion—the heathens,
infidels, yea and christians themselves, meaning christians of the present day, are
all to be destroyed: excepting the few, and those, as we understood him, would
be Mormons. [p. 8 ends]
With his arguments he mixed one supposition after the manner all theologians
have done with whom we have ever come in contact. It is this; that God was one
thing, the world another, and man another; God made the world for certain
purposes, then made man to help him accomplish those purposes. Men are
independent of the world; or at least no part of it: are like puppets set up by
God to be knocked down. He set up the Jews, then prophesied they should fall,
then set up Romans to knock them down, to fulfil the prophecy, and so on to the
end of the chapter, which with the christian, is christianity and with the mormon,
mormonism.
O. H. W.

"The United States Moral and Philosophical Society, for the diffusion of Useful
Knowledge" was organized by "a convention of Liberals from several States . . . at
Saratoga Springs [New York] in August 1836—" (p. [1]). The introductory
"Address to the Friends of Mental Freedom," pp. [1]-5, is signed in type by A. J.
Matsell, Secretary. Donations "should be directed to Thomas Thompson, care of
G. W. and A.[.] J. Matsell's No. 479 Pearl-street, New-York." (p. 16). Brothers
Augustus and George Augustus MATSELL were sons of a tailor, and became
printers with Augustus working as an assistant to Robert Dale Owen at Owen's
New York periodical, the Free Enquirer in 1829. "By 1832," explains Janet Farrell
Brodie,
they were the booksellers and stationers of the Free Enquirers' Reading Room in
Manhattan. From 1835 until sometime in the 1840s . . . they operated a "liberal
bookstore" at 94 Chatham Street, offering a list of some sixty-four works . . . In
1835 they published the eighth edition of Moral Physiology. In the late 1830s the
brothers worked for the U.S. Moral and Philosophical Society for the General
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, whose headquarters were in New York City.
Augustus was secretary, George was trustee. Both also worked their way
through the ranks of Tammany Hall, Augustus accepting a position as clerk in
the Hall of Records in 1841, George unsuccessfully running for the state
assembly in 1836 and for city sheriff in 1837, then in 1843 helping to organize the
first municipal police force in the United States. He later served as New York
City police chief." [Contraception and Abortion in Nineteenth-Century America
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell Univ. Press, 1994), 139]
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ROBERTS, B[righam]. H[enry]. "THE CREATION OF ENTHUSIASM AND
LOYALTY. By Elder B. H. Roberts. . . . Remarks at the evening meeting of the
M. I. A. annual conference, Salt Lake Tabernacle, June 10, 1906." Lead ARTICLE
in the IMPROVEMENT ERA. Organ of Young Men's Mutual Improvement Associations. (monthly magazine, Salt Lake City) for September 1906 [IX:11].
23 cm. [2]ff., 835-912 pp. + ads. (single complete issue of 80 pp. + ads). Original
printed tan wrappers. Back wrapper has illustrated half-page ad for the "Edison
Phonograph . . . The most wonderful invention of the present age." Brigham
Young College (Logan, Utah) opens September 18. "Save Your Money . . ." at
Zion's Savings Bank & Trust Company, Joseph F. Smith, President. Medium
wear.
$40
A sophisticated, well-written article as we would expect (ends on p. 845). I was
particularly interested to read a portion which discusses what Joseph Smith
learned about the nature of deity in his First Vision. Remember that this is ten
years before the pamphlet, The Father and the Son which would more firmly
crystallize Mormon definitions of the natures of the Father and the Son in 1916.
Roberts seems to share that final doctrine - but he does not confront directly the
earlier view, in the Lectures on Faith, that the Father has only a body of spirit.
Roberts sails smoothly through the middle . . .
In the person and [p. 838 ends] attributes of the Lord Jesus Christ we see God
revealed, for the Christ is God manifested in the flesh. . . .
There can be no doubt about it, Divinity was incarnate in Jesus Christ. He is
as his Father was; he is now as his Father is. He is not only divine, but Divinity,
Deity, God incarnate in a human form. . . . We know of the being (i.e. existence)
of God; and the kind of Being God is. He is as Jesus was, standing there before
his disciples in an immortal body of flesh and bone, saying, "All power is given
unto me in heaven and in earth." We know God, then—God the Father, and God
the Son; "whom to know is eternal life."

WOMEN LAYING ON HANDS
In the "Editor's Table" section near the end of this issue, we find an interesting
article entitled "Waywardness and Its Remedy." "A mother writes to the editors
of the ERA a most pathetic appeal in behalf of her wayward and intemperate
boy." He is beyond control, and hangs with a crowd that smokes & drinks.
Bad boy doesn't come home until daylight one Fourth of July, when the family
has planned an outing to the lake. Mom finds him drunk in bed with tobacco
juice on his hands & face, and she tells him she would give her life to save him.
She cries, he cries but tells the family to go ahead without him. Later, this telling
reflection, as casual evidence of a previous practice of Mormon women . . .
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All day long my heart was raised in prayer and pleading to God. The next
morning, at daybreak, I went to his bedside to assure myself that he was there,
and, as I stood looking at him, it seemed to me that I could sense the power that
Satan had over him; that he was bound up as in a case which I could not
penetrate. I just longed to lay my hands upon him, bless him, and rebuke that
evil power, but I knew it would awaken him, and he would not understand. I
thought, as I stood looking at him: he is my child, I gave him birth, I nursed and
did for him when he was helpless, and yet now is so far from me that I cannot
reach him, nor appeal to him to take the course that I know will bring happiness
and success, because he is in the power of Satan! All I can do is pray. [p. 898]
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ROWE, Richard L. OGDEN UTAH. [engraving] Grand Opera House Block. Compiled by
Richard L. Rowe, Ogden. Published by R. L. Rowe and O. H. Barber, Ogden, 1892.
Copyrighted, 1892. [cover title and imprint]
14 cm. 28 pp. Original light green illustrated
wrappers, printed on all sides. Some creases
and discolor, but with very little actual wear.
$200
NOT IN FLAKE, and rare. Only ONE COPY is
located by OCLC, preserved at the Wisconsin
Historical Society. In the second example now
unearthed here, four copies of a small
promotional "card" printed on light paper are
inserted at various points in the pamphlet for
"R. P. Hunter, Investment Broker. Real Estate
Loans a Specialty.
Many Year Experience.
Largest Mortgage Business in Northern Utah."
The whole point of this little publication is to
bring in investors. "MONEY," states the back
wrapper, "Is the constant demand of any New Country. A Place like Ogden,
Possessing Such Great Business Vitality, that is Building So Fast, . . . Is, of Course,
Always Short of Capital."
All aspects of Ogden - and its statistics - are touted here to attract people from
out of state. And (when we get to the cultural part of the pamphlet), newcomers
need not be concerned about the pesky little Mormon problem of times past. The
author makes his city sound almost like Shangri-La itself. He wants investors to
come to Utah to live, no doubt. His section on local churches is almost comical
for its avoidance of Mormonism, emphasizing that "The Methodist, Presbyterian,
Baptist, Episcopal, Catholic, Congregational and Swedish Lutheran denominations have active societies, Sunday schools and auxiliary organizations here."
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(p. 19). Finally, at the end of this section, Rowe concedes that "The Mormon
People have a good building in each ward in the city. Ogden is, or soon will be,
a city of churches." (p. 20)
Realizing, of course, that any serious developer - or humble, upright, Christian
settler - may think twice before relocating to Utah, Mr. Rowe finally acknowledges the gorilla in the room, and addresses the obvious impediment head-on:
The Mormon Question.
The Mormon Church has renounced the practice of polygamy. As a result
many of Utah's leading citizens favor the ordinary party divisions, which have
been partially formed. There is no doubt that the time is not far distant when the
people of Utah will reach an understanding and it will be permitted statehood. It
is destined to be one of the most prosperous of all the states. [pp. 27-28]

Ordinary settlers are also welcome, of course. "Thousands of those thrifty,
skillful, progressive farmers, who struggle with poor soil in sections of Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois and Iowa would make a great hit by selling their land there and
buying Utah farms. They could come in colonies and thus scarcely miss home
associations." (p. 28). And when they arrive, they will find themselves at the
splendid "Ogden Union Depot," illustrated by a tiny but impressive engraving at
the bottom of this final page. –Ironic to think that a serious depression would
occur the next year.

lots of wine and temple work in southern Utah
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[St. George (Utah) Temple] Interesting sermon and article in THE DESERET
NEWS. Truth and Liberty. (newspaper, Salt Lake City) for Wednesday,
November 11, 1874 [XXIII:41].
Approx. 16½ X 12¾ inches. Paged [641]-56 (complete issue of 16 pages). Folded
as issued, never bound, never cut open, never trimmed. Printed on very substantial
paper and in more or less stunning condition, despite having once been folded
down to quarter-pages. This single crisp uncut sheet opens to more than 2½ X 4
feet, suggesting multiple-use possibilities as wallpaper or picnic table covering
(dry clean only).
$200
Topics vary greatly and coverage goes on and on, but I was particularly
interested by what must be the first printing of a "DISCOURSE by PRESIDENT
GEORGE A. SMITH, Delivered At the Adjourned Semi-Annual Conference, in the New
Tabernacle, Salt Lake City, Sunday Morning, October 11, 1874. REPORTED BY DAVID W.
EVANS." This fills nearly seven columns, on pp. 644-45. Joseph Smith's first
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cousin here preaches at length on rules of the newly-emphasized UNITED ORDER,
which sound a lot like the Ten Commandments, plus staying out of debt and
making your own brooms, etc. (". . . refrain from adultery, whoredom and lust,
. . . ," p. 644, col. 2).
Smith's comments on the St. George Temple occur in the first column of page
645, and fill only one interesting paragraph, but see further below. Hundreds of
volunteers have worked on the building this year, and "We hope . . . to have the
roof on early next spring, and very soon a baptismal font in the basement . . .
The climate in St. George is well suited to those in feeble health, and such of that
class of persons as desire to do so can, after the Temple is completed, go there
and spend the winter, and attend to the ordinances for their dead." Smith then
discusses the Salt Lake Temple in more detail, with many comments about
particular challenges of dressing the stone.
Now, a separate report on this same page 645 is sent to the editor by Edward
Brain from St. George, dated November 2, entitled quite innocently, "The St.
George Temple–Wine-making." (column 5; 5 column inches). George A. Smith
had cautioned about following the Word of Wisdom as a rule of the United
Order on the previous page, noting that, "I hear occasionally of brethren
indulging in intoxicating drinks," (p. 644, col. 2). Yet here is Brother Brain
celebrating the wine yield of St. George with enthusiasm equal to his cheer
regarding progress on the temple . . .
. . . The arches are turned over the windows in the first story above the basement,
which is sixteen feet above the first floor. . . . Under the superintendence of
Brother Edw. L. Parry everything is moving along well . . . several companies of
the brethren from the northern settlements are coming in to help us. . . . This
makes things look like business, which I am glad to witness.
Wine-making is nearly over. There has been an excellent crop of grapes this
season, from which has been produced a considerable quantity of wine. Bro.
Jarvis, of this place, informs me that, with his small press, he has pressed out
3,500 gallons of wine. He also states that this town, St. George, produces twenty
thousand gallons this season, and I am informed the surrounding settlements
will produce 100,000 gallons of wine this year.
The brethren that were called to assist in building the Temple feel well in
helping on the good work. . . .
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[Salt Lake Tabernacle] "Tabernacle. Salt Lake City." POSTCARD based on a
photograph showing early nineteenth-century figures in period dress. N.p.,
["Printed in Germany"], n.d. (but before 1907, with undivided back).
$40

8 X 13¾ cm. Unused in nearly fine, clean condition. No creases or noticeable
soil. Built in 1867, the Tabernacle would have been no more than forty years old
when this picture was taken. In the sky area are two half-circular inset views
showing the Tabernacle interior and the Assembly Hall, also from photographs
(not a private "real-photo" card, but commercially produced from interesting
images). SHOWN ABOVE: detail enlarged from a portion approx. 3¾ inches wide.
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[Salt Lake Tribune] SPECIAL NOTICE. PREVIOUS to the first of January, 1876, we
shall make out and forward bills for the Tribune. . . . [caption title]. Salt Lake City,
Utah: The Tribune, n.d. [but 1875].
$125
BROADSIDE/handbill printed on green paper. 23½ X
13½ cm. (9¼ X 5¼ inches), verso blank. Creases to
the upper corners, otherwise fine, bright and clean.
NOT ON OCLC. NOT IN FLAKE (not actually
mentioning the word "Mormon," but clearly
directed against Mormon control in Utah). During
this virulently-anti-Mormon period of the Tribune's
existence, even this form letter - reminding
subscribers to pay up - sounds militant with a
cause, and there can be no doubt about whom the
editors regard as the adversary . . .
If you know of any friend or neighbor, who has the
great interests for which we are laboring, at heart, who
does not take the SALT LAKE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, ask him
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to give you $4.00, that he may have sent to his address during the CENTENNIAL
YEAR the Best and Livest paper in the Territory.
Friends, we are giving you a paper that costs us a great deal of labor, and a large
amount of money, and we hope you will look well to our interests, and see, so far as
you can, that we suffer no losses for the want of proper advisement.
For the past[,] we thank you. And now with some labor at home, and a
corresponding effort on your part, before the close of another year we shall have on
our books the names of thousands more of the Loyal, Free-Thinking, FreedomLoving citizens of our loved Territory. . . .
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SHELDON, Henry C[lay]. A FOURFOLD TEST OF MORMONISM. By Henry C.
Sheldon, Professor in Boston University. New York and Cincinnati: The Abingdon
Press, [1914].
17 cm. 151 pp. Orig. dark green gilt-lettered cloth. A very good, tight and clean
copy; no dust jacket.
$40
This book was attacked by Hugh Nibley in at least three of his publications, so he
must have read it pretty closely. Flake 7670, showing that in a 1918 edition,
Sheldon added an appendix entitled, "A brief reply to the attempt of Robert C.
Webb to refute my treatise in his book entitled 'The case against Mormonism.'"
The copy offered here is the first of several editions listed on OCLC. Sheldon
divides his book into four sections, or "Tests": Historical, Critical, Rational and
Practical, beginning with occult treasure seeking.
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[SPENCER, Orson] Luther WASHBURN. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED to Rev. Augustus BEACH. Pittsfield, Massachusetts, December 10-28, 1836.
33 X 20 cm. Four full pages, the last two closely-written to conserve space.
Without address portion, intended in the text (p. 3) to be hand-carried within a
"wrapper" by one Brother Bentley. Some moderate stains & browning on the
back (outer folded) page, else nearly fine, crisp and without wear.
$225
WHILE ORSON SPENCER IS NOT MENTIONED, this letter provides uncommon and
immediate religious cultural background. According to J. E. A. Smith's extensive
History of Pittsfield, (Berkshire County,) Massachusetts . . . (Springfield: C. W. Bryan
& Co., 1876), "After the resignation of Mr. Beach [the recipient of the letter here
at hand], the pulpit [of the First Baptist Church, Pittsfield, Massachusetts] was
supplied for several years by different ministers, among whom Elders John
Leland, S. Remmington and Orson Spencer were prominent." (p. 440, emphasis
added). While I find no other confirmation of Spencer preaching in Pittsfield,
Mr. Smith's history cited here is a highly detailed work, and Spencer was indeed
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a fully degreed, accredited Baptist minister throughout the 1830s. According to
Andrew Jenson, "he labored in the ministry about twelve years in his native
county [Berkshire, Massachusetts, of which Pittsfield is the county seat], and in
Connecticut." (LDS Biog. Ency. 1:338).
Mr. WASHBURN, a highly devout attorney and one of the most prominent lay
members of this Baptist congregation (see Smith, Chapter 20) writes fondly here
to his former religious mentor and wife who had greatly built up this religious
community and erected a church before moving away sometime after September
1834. Washburn dwells particularly upon religious matters, assessing various
preaching styles, sectarian hypocrisy and superficial devotion among certain
worshippers. Inasmuch as Orson Spencer would evidently be assigned to this
very congregation, at some point replacing the recipient of this letter, Washburn's
unusual commentary throughout this day-by-day serial letter hardly strains
relevant and historically enlightening connection . . .
Elder Remington has preached to us a few sabbaths - expect he will preach half
the time this winter - the other half at Lanesboro' - He preaches well but our
folks are not much taken with him. I am wholly at a loss to know what would
suit the tastes of us all. Our church are ^is^ much disheartened but I assure them
& believe it, that we are not worse off, as a church, than those around us - but
they have great audiences - yes great! and as unmoved as marble - but the eye
sore is, there is a multitude of them. With a popular - sing song in the pulpit,
with apparently as much affected as the grave stones back of the house.— [p. 1]
Tell the brethren who drove your sister Mary out of the Church, that although
^it^ will not do them any good, yet it may her - . . . But how could they do
otherwise than dismiss her- they being Calvinistic, must follow Calvinistic rules
& turn out every one who cannot or will not say "Shiboloth." How foolish to
adopt another man's creed, by adopting his name. Whether it be Calvin, or
Luther, or Wesley or any other man - thus prohibiting ourselves from taking our
creed fresh from inspiration.- [pp. 1-2]
I attended the Episcopal church last evening. Christmas. Mr Ballard spoke very
well but it all seems common place matter. All ceremony or a great part.– The
old prayers all over again - all good surely. It makes me think of the story
Jeremiah Stevens wife told of one of her acquaintance. Marying a minister,thought him [a] very pious- godly man- & so he was & presumed he would be a
good preacher. but after meeting sabbath after sabbath- Mary his wife was low
spirited & frequently groaned- He would say what is the matter don't I preach
well. O, yes[,] with a deep sigh- but continuing so, he pressed her hard to know
what was the matter- saying don't I preach well? Is it not true? Is it not
evangelical? Yes My dear[,] said she, it is good, it is true, it is evangelical most
surely: but suppose you should go into the pulpit and say- My wife's name is
Mary Huntington. My wife's name is Mary Huntington. My wife's name is
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Mary Huntington. That would be as true as the Gospel, but who would want to
hear that, the whole time? —

This is an exceptionally long letter, but primarily devotional along lines seen
above. Mr. Washburn also enumerates the costs of various food staples in
Pittsfield and a very few other sectarian details of life there, but does not fail to
relate everything to religion. He tells of a somewhat detailed operation he has
undergone, apparently the removal of a cancerous tumor from his lower lip - and
even describes how the surgical wound was closed. From context in other parts
of the letter, he seems to be enduring a lengthy but pious recovery stoically, with
constant cheerful references to the possibility of dying (he, or any of his friends
and associates) at any time. "I may never again behold either of your faces in the
flesh," he concludes, " - but shall meet at the judgment bar. May God grant it
may it [be] in peace, being justified, & sanctified by the blood of the great - the
Blessed Redeemer- and glorified with all the saints; permitted to range the
boundless fields of eternal Bliss, where sorrow and sighing & where pain cannot
be, but pleasure unalloyed - uninterrupted along the vista of one Eternal Day."
(p. 4)
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[Utah War] REVUE DES DEUX MONDES, XXIXe Année – Seconde Période. Tome
Vingt-Troisième. Paris: Bureau de La Revue Des Deux Mondes . . . , 1859 [and
on front wrapper: "1er Septembre 1859, 1re Livraison"]. [Thus September 1, 1859;
23:1]

25 cm. 256, [8 (ads)] pp. Untrimmed and partially unopened, in its original
salmon-colored wrappers. The backstrip is somewhat compressed and a trifle
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darkened, but is essentially without wear. An exceptional, fresh copy, the
substantial rag paper generally bright and clean.
$250
Article VII, "Une Campagne Des Américains Contre Les Mormons" ("An
American Campaign Against the Mormons") by Auguste Laugel, fills pages
[194]-211, and is a fairly competent history of Mormonism and more particularly,
a detailed summary of the Utah War, 1857-59. What renders this article more
delightful, predictably, is the irrepressible French philosophical bent which - if it
waxes at times a bit too expansive and thus facile - yet manages to hit some
vulnerable points rather disarmingly.
Antoine-August LAUGEL (1830-1914), born at Strasbourg, was a French historian
and engineer educated at the École Polytechnique, Paris. Once the secretary to the
Duke of Aumale, he later became director of the Paris -Lyons railway company.
Among his articles in various journals, his account of Darwin's Origin of Species in
this same Revue des Deux Mondes, 1860, was considered important. "He was the
author of numerous historical and philosophical works." –Wikipedia
In the article now at hand, Laugel begins by comparing nations to individuals.
He reflects upon the benefits and hazards of the new American nation, and sees
the problems incident to the Utah War as endemic to the beneficial aspects of
"the most free country on earth." On the one hand, the most extreme or
capricious systems may arise in the United States, yet America's very exuberance
and liberties assure that serious resultant wounds will cure themselves - and the
Utah War is a partial step in this direction. One can hardly fail to admit, thinks
Laugel,
that in this principle of liberty which serves as the basis of American society,
there is a growth trend, an irresistible power, a vitality which defends against its
own excesses: moral epidemics bred of false doctrines never survive in the
United States to the point of weakening the nation, and liberty's abrasions cure
themselves there. And yet, there are two examples which seem the exception:
one is slavery, a shameful ulcer that grows unceasingly, strengthens, and gains
on one side whatever you remove from the other. The second example (be we
ever so startled to see it named alongside slavery - but not without reason, as we
shall see) - the second example is Mormonism. [p. 195]

If Laugel resorts to the "twin relics of barbarism" approach (without so naming
that standard view), he does it with some refinement, at least, and his conclusion
at the end of this account is not without sophistication. He chides the United
States for letting "thousands of ministers of the gospel defend slavery in their
churches, powerfully reenforced with lines pulled from the Old Testament," and
he points out that the Mormons can well play that same game in defense of their
own "particular institution," p. 210. And Mormonism, he insists, is certainly no
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worse than slavery. "Accounts of sufferings endured by those unfortunates who
are oppressed by Brigham Young have never roused the world like that eloquent
cry of suffering and condemnation resounded in la Case de l'Oncle Tom." . . .
So long as literal theology shall sanction slavery in the name of the Bible, and the
spirit of the Old Testament prevail over the New, polygamy will also be able to
seek its own justification in the Mosaic law. To the extent that American
democracy fails to embrace an ideal of abstract justice, and recognizes only
popular sovereignty, she will have to put up with all of her system's caprices.
The Southern states have no right to get harsh with the inhabitants of Utah. And
until Northerners find the power to alter - or the courage to shred - the pact
which allies them with their confederates, how can they expect to deny Mormons
that same indulgence which they grant to masters of slaves? [p. 211; my translations]

. . . before the hydra-headed monster spreads its poison over the whole land,
and becomes too powerful to be subdued or controlled. [p. 613]
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[Utah War] UNITED STATES MAGAZINE (monthly, New York) for June 1857
[IV:6].
23½ cm. Paged [543]-646 (collated thus, apparently a complete issue). Disbound,
evenly toned, some moderate dampstains and wear to outer leaves.
$40
Something on the order of Harper's Weekly, but smaller format and perhaps
including more fiction or romanticized content. The engravings, however, are
often excellent (none relating to the Mormon article). Steven Lamazow, American
Periodicals (West Orange, New Jersey, 1996), 621.
"THE ABOMINATION OF MORMONISM," pp. 613-16 (50 column inches of small

type) urges government intervention on the eve of the Utah War. Following
brief but intense editorializing (see the lead snippet at the head of this entry), this
magazine reprints "One of the most able and searching papers we have seen on
the subject, lately . . . in the National Intelligencer, prepared by a gentleman who
has resided a year in the Territory, and is therefore well qualified to speak of
facts."
Purported quotes from leading and representative Mormons (as well as Chief
Walker) are indeed extreme, and it is not difficult to understand the impressions
to which the American public may have been susceptible at this crucial juncture.
The following quotes are all attributed to BRIGHAM YOUNG, and appear on page
614 . . .
"I believe in marrying brothers and sisters; I believe in the pre-existence of man;
that Adam and Eve are the parents of all men, spiritually and physically; that all
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the saints of this dispensation will be resurrected by Joseph Smith, Jr. If I am
ever saved, I expect to be saved by and through the atonement of Joseph Smith!"
"Were my daughter to marry a Gentile, I would save her in this kingdom,
namely, cut her throat from ear to ear."
"Most of the foreign missionaries will be called home. They will be sent among
all the Indian tribes, to teach them agriculture, the mechanic arts, and military
tactics!"

THIS is what the American public was hearing about Utah in mid-1857, shortly
before the Mountain Meadows Massacre took place, and shortly before
Johnston's Army marched West. The value of such an article to us today is as an
indicator and a reminder that it is not always "true" information which affects
history, so much as what people think is happening.
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WELLS, Emmeline B., and others. MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS. To the
Honorable Senators and Members of the House of Representatives: [caption title] N.p.,
n.d. (but Salt Lake City? 1890s?)
24.3 cm. Single sheet folded to form [2] pages printed on one side (verso of sheet,
or inner pages as folded, blank). Printed in blue-black ink; ornamental capital
letters "M" and "C" in the first line of title. Very good; once folded in thirds.
Signed in type at the end as follows:

$125

MRS. EMELINE [sic] B. WELLS, President.
MRS. ELLSWORTH DAGGETT, Secretary.
MRS. GEORGE A LOWE,
MRS. McCORNICK [sic],
MRS. W. F. JAMES,
Committee.

Probably quite scarce, perhaps unrecorded. Not on OCLC. (Not in Flake, but
not a candidate for inclusion there, since there is no mention of Mormonism.)
Rather a curious production, with no explana tion of what this Committee might
be. Probably thrown together quickly, judging from the mis-spelling of
Emmeline B. WELLS' name. For a biographical note on this important Mormon
woman, advocate, publisher and politician, see entry 4 in this catalog. Ellsworth
DAGGETT was a major Utah mining innovator and promoter of irrigation.
Daggett County, Utah was named after him.
The text is a free-silver plea to Congress, emphasizing the drastic economic
effects to Utah from the closing of the mines. "In the face of unparalleled
disasters the women of Utah, in mass meeting assembled, appeal to your
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honorable bodies. We respectfully petition that at the ensuing special session of
Congress legislative measures be adopted to increase the use of silver as money
and enhance the price of silver bullion." (first page) Utah went overwhelmingly
Democratic over this issue in 1896, though Emmeline, ironically, ran for state
office as a Republican - and lost.
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[YOUNG, Brigham] Two albumen PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRINTS by C. R. SAVAGE, Salt Lake City.
One photograph is bust-length, and the other
standing (SHOWN AT RIGHT, copyrighted 1871).
Approx. 3 X 2½ and 4¼ X 2½ inches (standing).
The bust-length portrait is very heavily "overpainted" in colored pencil, and not well – and has
been trimmed. The standing image has substantial glue residue on the front (not touching the
central standing image), and bad abrasion to the
verso, affecting Carter's imprint. Both have been
laid into older cases (damaged and separated)
originally intended for Daguerreotypes and
ambrotypes. the two photographs, with all faults: $85
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